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INTRODUCTION 
Our purpose in this thesis is to classify in a certain sense con­
nections V on vector bundles E of rank 2 on (P (K) having regular 
singularities in three fixed points, say 0, 1 and », and also, 
what is simpler, to classify second order Fuchsian systems on Ρ (К) 
having regular singularities in 0, 1 and », i.e. differential 
equations |_ ^ )
 +
 (-1
 +
 _§_j (^j = о where A, .Ag 6 М(2,К). 
Here К is an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero. 
(For any ring R we denote the set of 2x2-matrices with coefficients 
in R by M(2,R).) 
Our point of view is mostly algebraic as well as complex analytic, 
but in section 1.3. it is only algebraic and in chapter 3 it is 
only complex analytic. 
For a connection V as above it is more or less known that there 
exists a basis (e) of E meromorphic in 0, 1 and » (e.f.l.l.U. and 
1.2.16.) such that with respect to this basis 
A. A„ 
= 7- + — + Л + C(z) dz ζ z-1 
dz 
where A1,A2 € M(2,K) and C(z) € M(2,K[z]). We show (Theorem 1.2.1.) 
that the poles in « can be removed, more precisely,that there exists 
a basis (e) of E meromorphic in 0, 1 and » such that with respect 
to this basis 
9 
ζ z-
dz 
where Α.,Α
ρ
 € Μ(2,Κ). Theorem 1.2.1. doesn't hold true for arbitrary, 
non algebraically closed, fields of characteristic zero (Proposition 
1.3.6.). We don't know if a similar theorem holds for connections 
on vector bundles of rank > 2. Anyway even for order two systems the 
result is rather curious and it seems to be new. 
We denote the set of pairs (Α.,Α«) where A.,A2 € M(2,K) by Ρ (К is 
algebraically closed and of characteristic zero.). In 2.I.U. and 
3.1.^. we define two equivalence relations ~ and и , respectively 
for elements of Ρ by: 
m
 J 
(B1,B2) ~ (A1,A2) iff (B1,B2) = (T"
1A1T,T~
1A2T) for some Τ € GL(2,K), 
1 Ρ 1 1 ? 1 лт (B1,B2) M (Α,,Α,,) iff ^ - + — . τ- (r + ^ Т + Т - - for some 
Τ £ GL(2,K[z,-l,·^]). 
Classifying elements of Ρ relative to the first equivalence relation 
agrees with classifying Fuchsien systems and from theorem 1.2.1. it 
follows that classifying elements of Ρ relative to the second equi­
ni 
valence relation agrees with classifying connections. 
In chapter 2 we classify certain sets of Fuchsian systems. In 2.1.5. 
we define two subsets Ρ „ eind Ρ of Ρ . Ρ „ is a subset of Ρ consis-
au m eO m 
ting of nearly all semi-simple elements of Ρ and Ρ consists of the 
irreducible elements of Ρ . In 2.1.20. we define the notion of a 
m 
family of elements of Ρ on a variety S (For the definition of a 
variety see 2.1.2.). This yields a contravariant functor F from 
m 
the category V of varieties to the category Ens of sets and two 
10 
subfunctors F _ and F of F . In 2.2. we show that there does not 
sO ш 
exist a coarse moduli space (c.f.2.1.21.) for the functor F and 
m 
in 2.3. and 2.1+. we construct coarse moduli spaces for F and F -, 
sO 
respectively. Then in 2.5- we define two other functors F' and F' 
closely related to F and F
 n
, respectively. In 2.6. we construct 
a fine moduli space for F' and in 2.7. we show that there does not 
exist a fine moduli space for F'. Finally in 2.8. we consider 
irreducible and semi-simple pairs of invertible matrices. 
In chapter 3 we return to the connections. There К = С, our point 
of view is only complex analytic and we restrict ourselves to the 
so-called irreducible connections. In З Л . we construct a coarse 
moduli space for families of irreducible connections. We don't 
know if there exists a fine moduli space for these families. 
As far as we know these constructions of moduli spaces for Fuchsian 
systems and connections have not been made before, though the pro­
blem of describing all Fuchsian systems and their monodromy by 
means of convenient parameters got a lot of attention at the be­
ginning of this century, in connection with the so-called Riemann-
Hilbert problem, (c.f. the report by Е.НіІЪ - Lineare Differential­
gleichungen im komplexen Gebiet - Enc.Math.Wissensch. Band II Teil II, 
Druck und Verlag von B.G.Teubner, Leipzig 1901-1921.) 
In an appendix we discuss briefly the relation between second order 
Fuchsian systems having three regular singularities and the analo­
gous second order ordinary differential equations. (The latter are 
at the origin of everything, c.f.B.Riemann - Beiträge zur Theorie 
11 
der durch die Gauss'sehe Reihe Γ(α,Ρ,γ,χ) darstellbaren Funktionen-
Gesammelte Mathematische Werke.) 
Figures in brackets [ ] refer to the list of references at the end 
of this thesis. For the theory of connections see [l]. A brief dis­
cussion on criteria for the regularity or irregularity of a singular­
ity of a connection can be found in the introduction of [2]. 
12 
CHAPTEB 1 
SUITABLE MATRICES FOR CONNECTIONS HAVING REGULAR 
SINGULARITIES ON VECTOR BUNDLES OF RANK TWO ON Ρ (к). 
1.1. Notations and definitions for section 1.2.; some simple lemmas. 
1.1.1. In section 1.2. we prove a theorem on connections having 
regular singularities on vector bundles of rank 2 on Ρ (C) for the 
complex analytic situation as veil as for the algehraic situation. 
So functions may be holomorphic functions as well as (regular) alge­
braic functions, the structure sheaf 0 on IP (C) may be either the 
sheaf of germs of (regular) algebraic functions, a vector bundle may 
be either a holomorphic vector bundle or an algebraic vector bundle. 
For simplicity however up till 1.2.16. we shall restrict ourselves to 
the complex analytic case. In 1.2.16. we shall see how our definitions 
and the proof of the theorem must be changed in the algebraic case. 
1.1.2. Up till 1.2.16. 0 denotes the sheaf of germs of holomorphic 
functions on IP (C). X is an open subset of IP (C) (not always the 
same), m is an integer >^  1 and V is a holomorphic vector bundle (locally 
free sheaf) of rank m on X. 
If U is an open subset of X then we denote the restriction of V to U 
by V or by I/, whereas υ . or ν ... denotes the restriction of an element 
ν of Γ(Χ,1/) to U. S is a finite non-void set of points of X. 0(s) is the 
13 
sheaf of germs of functions on X holomorphic on X-S meromorphic in S. 
For a ring A we demote Ъу M(m,A) the set of mxm-matrices with coeffi­
cients in A and by GL(m,A) the set of elements of M(m,A) which have 
an inverse in M(m,A). 
1.1.3. Let 0 and » be distinct points of Ρ (C). Then on 
U = IP (С) - {«} and on U^ = IP (c) - {0} we have holomorphic co-ordi­
nate functions ζ and χ respectively, giving complex analytic isomor­
phisms of U and U^ with С and satisfying z(0) = 0, x(<·) = 0, such that 
on U„ Π U 
О <" 
1 , 1
 л
 d 2d 
χ = — dx = - —^dz τ— = -ζ — 
ζ 2 dx dz 
ζ 
1.1 Λ . Bases meromorphic in S. 
Let 1/γ - be a trivial vector bundle with basis (vi = (υ,,.,.,υ ) and let 
s E S . (ν) is called meromorphic in s if there exist a neighbourhood 
U of s in X, an element Τ of GL(m,r(U,0(s) ) ) and a basis (ttl) of l/
n 
such that on U-S (υ) = (w)T. 
A basis (υ) of V is called a basis of V meromorphic in S if (υ) is 
meromorphic in each point s of S. Now for the moment put X = IP ( С ). 
For each η € Ζ let 0(n) be the locally free sheaf of rank 1 in the 
sense of [5] no 5h. So for each open subset U of X r(U,0(n)) can be 
identified with the meromorphic functions f on U such that f is holomor­
phic on U Π IL and χ f is holomorphic on U . Then it is well-known that 
there exist integers η.,.,.,η such that the locally free sheaf V of 
rank m on X is isomorphic to 0(η.,)«...φ ö(n ) (с.f.[6]). 
ι m 
S 5< 0, hence X-S is different from X and one easily sees that for each 
11» 
n e z there exists an isomorphism 
0 ( n )/x-s -* 0/х-8 · 
Moreover ,this isomorphism can Ъе chosen in such a way that the hases 
of 0(n) meromorphic in S correspond to the bases of 0 meromorphic in S. 
Consequently there exists an isomorphism 
"/x-s - ^X-S 
such that the bases of I/ meromorphic in S correspond to the hases of 
ν meromorphic in S. In particular V has a basis meromorphic in S. 
1.1.5. Connections. 
The following notions (1.1.5.-1.1.10.) are well-known in more general 
situations (c.f.[l]). We introduce them in our special case mainly to 
fix the notations. 
Ω is the sheaf of germs of holomorphic differentials on ρ (с). Ω is 
a locally free sheaf of rank 1. dz is a basis of Ω.. and dx is a basis 
of Ω
ττ
 . Ω denotes the sheaf of germs of holomorphic vector fields 
on P 1(C). 
A (holomorphic) connection on С is a C-linear morphism 
v : i/ —* n V ) = n¿ eö I/ 
verifying the Leibniz identity 
V (fu) = d f e v + f V u 
for f and \) local sections of 0
γ
 and V respectively. 
If U is an open subset of X then we denote the restriction of V to 
15 
"и
 Ъ
У V 
1.1.6. The matrix of a connection. 
Let ily and V Ъе trivial vector "bundles (free sheaves) on X with bases 
ω and (υ) = (υ.,.,.,υ ) respectively. Then Ω„ (I/) is a trivial vector 
bundle with basis (ω β \l\ = (ω β V.,..., tú. β υ ). 
ι ш 
For 1 £ i, j <_ m let γ. . € Γ(Χ,Ο
ν
) be such that 
1Л л 
Vu. = Г γ., (ω Θ v.). 
ι ¿=1 V 0 
The matrix 
will be called the matrix of V with respect to the bases (У) and 
(ω β ν) and will be denoted by 
Г( ,ш,( )) 
or merely by Γ if no confusion is possible. 
Now let (υ1) = (ν!,...,υ') be another basis of V. Then (υ') = (ν) Τ 
ι m 
for some Τ € GL(m,r(X,0 )). Let Γ' be the matrix of V with respect to 
the bases ω and (ω β ν'). Then it is not difficult to prove that 
Γ' = τ"
1
ΓΤ + Т~
1
 dT . 
ω 
16 
1.1.7· Meromorphic connections. 
Let V Ъе a connection on (/„
 q and let s Ъе a point of S. Let U be an 
open neighbourhood of s in Χ, ω a basis of Ω and (v) a basis of V 
meromorphic in S (Such U, ω and (υ) exist). Then (v) and (ω β ν) are 
bases of I/ and Ω (V) . 
If the coefficients of Г( „,ω,(υ)) are meromorphic in s then we say-
that V is meromorphic in s. It can easily be shovn that this notion is 
independent of the choices of υ,ω and (v). This definition agrees with 
that of [1] page 52. For the equivalence class of extensions of (/.. 
U-S 
to a neighbourhood of s take the class of V . 
A connection V on V is called a connection on V meromorphic in S 
^^—^^——-^—^^^**—^ л—Ь 
if V is meromorphic in each point of S. 
Remark. Let 
φ : Ω
1(Ι/) -• Ω1(Ι/) в
й
 0(S) 
Χ 
be defined by: Φ(χ) = χ β 1 for χ a local section of Ω (f). 
Let 
ψ : («1(Ι/)β0χο(3))χ_5-. Ω
1(Ι/)
χ
_8 
be defined by : ψ(χ β f) = f.χ for χ and f local sections of Ω (V) 
X-S 
and Ö(S) respectively. 
If V is a connection on V meromorphic in S then the morphism 
• o V : V x _ s - (a\v) β
 0 χ0(8)) χ_ 8 
can be extended in a unique way to a C-linear morphism 
17 
V'
 :
 V —• Ω1(Ι/) в
й
 0(S) 
Χ 
verifying Leibniz's identity 
V'ífü) = df β V β 1 + f7l(v). 
Conversely, if V' is such a morphism, then ф ' is a connection on 
V meromorphic in S. 
Hence ve could have defined as well a connection on V meromorphic 
in S as to he a C-linear morphism V' as above. 
1.1.8. Connections having regular singularitieB. 
Let V be a connection on V meromorphic in S. 
For s € S ve say that V has a regular singularity in s if there exist 
an open neighbourhood U of s in X, a basis ω of П.. and a basis (u) of 
V,, meromorphic in S, such that the coefficients of r(V ,ω,(ν)) have 
poles of order <_ 1 in s. This definition agrees vith that of [l] page 
52. 
V is called a connection on V having regular singularities in S if 
V has a regular singularity in each point of S. 
1.1.9. Definition of V and V. 
ζ χ 
Let V be a holomorphic connection on I/. 
Let τ £ Г(Х,Й ). Then we define a C-linear morphism 
V : V — I/ 
τ 
Ъу 
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V(v) = < V ν, τ > 
where 
< ω β W, τ > = τ(ω)ω 
for ω and ttl local sections of Я
у
 and I/, respectively. 
Now let τ = -r— . ( т— can Ъе interpreted as a global section of Ω . : 
d z d Z
 P1(C) 
near infinity one should read: — = -x — .) Instead of , V ve write 
v.
 Z
 ^ 
ζ 
V : V —*• V 
ζ 
is a C-linear morphism verifying the Leibniz identity 
V(fvO = 4^> + f V υ 
ζ dz ζ 
for f and ν local sections of 0 and I', respectively. 
In an analogous way one defines 
V : V — v I/ . 
χ 
One has 
V ^ -x2 V on Χ Π U 
Ζ X в> 
7 = _z 2 V on Χ Π U-
χ ζ 0 
1.1.10. Matrices for V and V. 
ζ χ 
Let V be a trivial vector bundle on X with basis (υ) = (υ,,...,υ ), 
ι m 
For 1 <_ i,j <_ m let γ. . €. Г(Х,0 ) be such that 
1J A 
m 
V υ. = Г v.. v. . 
Z 1
 j=1 J 1 J 
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The matrix 
l· 
11 '12 
Ύ21 Ύ22 
r2m 
\γιη1 
'тг 
will Ъе called the matrix of V with respect to the basis (υ) and 
will be denoted by 
Γ(
ζ
ν, (υ)) 
or merely Ъу Γ if no confusion is possible. 
Let U be an open subset of X. Then with respect to the basis (υ) an 
element of r(U,l/) can be written as a column vector 
ta, 
(fj € r(UfOx)). 
We have 
V f = -jí + Г f, 
ζ dz ' 
and we write sometimes 
V = χ- + Γ . 
ζ dz 
Let ( υ ' ) = ( и ! , . . . , ^ 1 ) be another b a s i s of I/ and l e t Г' = Г( V , ( v ' ) ) . 
l m ζ 
We have : ( υ ' ) = (ν) Τ for some Τ € GL(m,r(X,0x)) . I t ' s easy t o ve r i fy 
t h a t 
20 
Γ' = Τ Γ τ + τ 
-1 dT 
dz 
(compare to 1.1.6.) 
In a completely analogous way we define a matrix Γ( V,(v)), 
1.1.11. As in 1.1.10 let I/ Ъе a trivial vector bundle on X with 
basis (υ). One easily sees: 
Γ(
ζ
ν,(υ)) = r(V,dz,(v)) on Χ Π U 0 
Γ(
χ
ν,(υ)) = r(V,dx,(v)) on Χ Π U, 
r(
z
V,(v)) = -χ2Γ(
χ
ν,(ν)) on Χ Π U^ . 
1.1.12. Remark. 
Put X = Ρ (с) and let V be a connection on V having regular singula­
rities in S. From 1.1.1*. ve know that V has a basis (υ) meromorphic 
in S. Remember that V is a holomorphic connection on l/
v
 _ and that 
(и) is a holomorphic basis of Ι/
γ
 . From the definition of a meromor-
phic connection in 1.1.7. and from 1.1.11. it follows that 
Г( 2 ,( )) € M(m,r(X,0(s))). 
Now suppose «> e S and S consists of at least two points. Then it is 
more or less known that there exists a global basis (v) of V mero-
morphic in S such that the coefficients of Г( V _,(v)) have poles 
of order at most 1 in each s € S Π U-. In the next section we show 
that if V has rank 2 then there exists such a basis (υ) of V mero­
morphic in S with the additional property that the coefficients of 
Γ( V _,(v)) have poles of order at most 1 in ·>. 
Χ А—о 
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1.2. Connections having regular s i n g u l a r i t i e s on vector bundles of 
rank 2 on Ρ (С). 
From now on l e t X = IP ( С ) . 
1 .2 .1 . Theorem. Let S = {s. . , . . . ,s } he a f i n i t e c o l l e c t i o n of -points 
of_X= I P ( C ) , n > _ 2 , в . ? < 8 . i f i ? i j , z ( s . ) = a . . 
Let E he a vector bundle of rank 2 on X and V a connection on E having 
regular singularities in S. 
Then there exists a basis of E meromorphic in S such that with respect 
to this basis 
i) if one of the points, say s , ¿s Œ then 
ζ dz z-a, '"" z-a 
1 n-1 
where Α.. A
 1 €M(2,C), 
ii) if_ {s1,...,sn} с U 0 then 
л
 К A 
V - 5 - + - L +...+ -£-
ζ dz z-a. z-a 1 η 
where A A,. € M(2,C) and Α,+...+A = 0. 
π η ι η 
The proof of this theorem takes this whole section 1.2..ІП 1.2.2. we 
ρ 
reduce the proof of the theorem to the case :a = », a« = 0, E = 0 . 
η ' ι ' 
In 1.2.3. up to 1.2. lit. we give a proof of the theorem for the case : 
2 
S = {0,1."}» E = 0 . Then in 1.2.15. we conclude the proof of the 
theorem. Finally in 1.2.16. we prove the analogous theorem for the 
algebraic situation. 
22 
2 
1.2.2. Reduction to the case : a = ш> a.. = О, Б = 0 . 
Suppose case i) of the theorem has heen proved already. For the proof 
of case ii) put t = ' and let t(s. ) = Ъ. (i = 1,... ,η). Then Ъ = <· 
ζ—a l i η 
η
 . 2 
From i) we immediately deduce the existence of a hasis (e) of 0 mero-
morphic in S such that 
Г(, , ( е ) ) = Д
 +
...
+
 ^  (Α.€Μ(2,0). 
1 n-1 
Let Γ = Γ( V,(e)) = _ -J Г(. ,(е)) . 
(z-a
n
) 
We have 
1 1 1 
So 
, »2 t-Ъ. z-a. z-a (z-a ) ι ι η 
η 
Α.. A ., Α, + ...+A , 
r =
 J _
 +
...
+
 n-1 1 n-1 
(1 < i < η - 1). 
z-a, z-a - z-a 1 n-1 η 
Hence we may suppose a = «>. 
We may as well suppose a, = 0 (Put t = z-a..). 
2 
Next we show that we may assume that E = 0 . Write X1 = X-S. X' is 
different from X, hence by 1.1.1». there exists an isomorphism 
Φ : Ε
χ 1 » 0
2
χ
, 
such that the hases of E meromorphic in S correspond to the bases of 
2 
0 meromorphic in S. Let 
v
'
:
 öx' ^
 β
χ.
 β0
χ
,
 0Í 
be defined by V1 = (1 β φ) о 7 ο φ - . Then V1 is a connection 
23 
on 0
χ
,. 
Moreover, if U is an open subset of Χ, ω a basis of Ω
η
 and (e) = (β.,β-) 
a basis of E.. meromorphic in S, then ф(е) = (фСе. ) ,ф(е2)) is a basis 
2 
of 0.. meromorphic in Ξ and 
гС ^ д.шЛе)) = Г( ^ _3,ш,ф(е)). 
2 
Hence 7' is a connection on 0 having regular singularities in S. 
2 
If (g) = (g1»gc>) i
s a
· Ъазіз of 0 meromorphic in S, then 
Ф~ (g) = (φ_ (βι)»Φ- (gp)) is a tasis of E meromorphic in S and 
Γ(27, *-
1(g)) = Γ(
ζ
7', (g)). 
2 
This reduces the proof of the theorem to the case where E = 0 . 
1.2.3. Proposition. 
о 
If 7 is a connection on 0 having regular singularities in S = {0,1,"} 
2 
then there exists a basis of 0 meromorphic in S such that with respect 
to this basis 
7 = á_ + ^ + ^ 
ζ dz ζ ζ-1 
where Α1,Α2 € М(2,С) 
Proof: 
1.2.1+. The functions on Χ = Ρ (с) meromorphic on X and holomorphic on 
X1 = X-S are the elements of €[ζ,—,-—τ]. If (β.,βρ) and (ei,el) are 
о 
bases of 0 meromorphic in S, then (e!,e') = (β,.,βρ)! for some 
1 1 2 
Τ e GL(2,C[Z,—,—-]) . Conversely, if (e..,e2) is a basis of 0 mero­
morphic in S, Τ e GL(2,C[Z,-,—]) and (e',e¿) = (e^e^T then 
2h 
о 
(e',e') is a basis of 0 meromorphic in S. 
ρ 
1·2.5· Let (e) = (е.. »е.) Ъе a basis of 0 meromorphic in S- For example 
о 
(e) may be the natural global basis of 0 on X. Let 
/γ11 Ύ 
Γ = r(
z
V, (e)) 
γ21 ϊ22 
Then Γ e M(2,r(X,ö(s))) = M(2,C[z,^,^f] ) (cf. 1.1.12.). 
We have to prove that there exists a Τ £ GL(2,C[z,—,—r]) such that 
A A 
-1 -1 dT 1 2 
dz ζ z-1 
where A1, Ap € M(2,C). We do this in 3 steps. In 1.2.6. - 1.2.9., 
using the fact that V has a regular singularity in ζ = 0 , ve show the 
existence of a Τ such that the coefficients of Τ - Γ Τ + T~ — have 
dz 
poles of order at most 1 in ζ • 0. 
In 1.2.10. we reduce the poles in ζ = 1 to poles of order at most 1. 
Here we choose Τ e GL(2,C[z,—г]) in order to introduce no poles of 
order > 1 in ζ = 0. Finally, in 1.2.11. - 1.2.11*.
 We bring Γ inte 
A1 A 2 the form — + — г . 
ζ z-1 
1.2.6. Let 0 be the stalk of the sheaf 0 in ζ = 0 and let К Ъе the 
field of fractions of 0.. If U is a neighbourhood of ζ = 0 and f is a 
meromorphic function on U, then we denote the germ of f in ζ = 0 Ъу 
f.. f- is an element of K. 0
a
 is a discrete valuation ring with z. as 
a uniformizing parameter. We have a valuation ν on К : If g £ К and 
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g = ζ. h vhere h € iL, then v(g) = η; ν(θ) = ». 
Let QQ be the stalk of Ω1 in ζ = 0. Let d0 : К + Пд(К) = al »Q К Ъе 
the derivation induced Ъу d : 0 -*· Я . Ω
η
(Κ) is a K-vector space of 
dimension 1 with hasis d ζ . The meromorphic connection V on 0 induces 
a connection on the K-vector space К in the sense of [1] page 1*1, 
that is a C-linear morphism 
V 0 : K
2
 - nJ(K) β
κ
 K2 
verifying the Leibniz identity 
V0(fV) = d 0 f e v + f V 0 u 
for f 6 К and ν e к 2 . 
2 
If (g) = (g-pgp) is a basis of the K-vector space К then we define 
о 
the matrix of V with respect to the bases (g) and (d
n
z
n
 β g) of К 
1 2 
and Ω0(Κ ) in a way analogous to 1.1.6..This matrix will be denoted 
by 
r(v0, <V 0, (g)) 
2 
Let U be an open neighbourhood of ζ = 0 in X and (e) a basis of 0.. 
meromorphic in ζ = 0. Then (e)- is a basis of the K-vector space 
K 2 and 
r( vo. dnzn» ( e U = (riV.,,-,, dz, (e)))ft = (Г( Л,_/п1.(е)))г 
V has a regular singularity in ζ = 0, so for U sufficiently small 
2 
there exists a basis (e) of 0.. meromorphic in ζ = 0 such that 
r(V0, d 0z 0, (e)0) EH(2,-+00). 
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Hence V0 has a regular singularity in the sense of Définition 1.11, 
Chap. II in [1] (cf. Théorème 1.12. Chap.II in [1]). 
1.2.7· Lemma. 
Let 
Γ = r( V, (e)) = (γ ) = 
Z IJ 
hu Ύ12\ 
\Ύ21 Y22 
Ъе the matrix of 1.2.5..Let s and q he rational numbers, s > 1, and 
let 
Is s+q 
I s-q s 
11 r 1 2l 
'21 l22 / 
Suppose that -ν((γ. ·)
η
).1 г. . for 1 <_ i,j <_ 2 and let 
α = (α..) € М(2,С) Ъе the matrix such that 
o. . = 0 
1J 
if -ν((^) 0) < г.. 
г. . 
1J. α.. - (ζ
 iJY..)(0) if -ν((γ..)
η
) = г.. 10 ij ij 0' ij 
Then o is nilpotent, i.e. a.* + α2„ = 0 and ο,.α«« - α.„αρ. = 0. 
This is an immediate consequence of [l] Chap.II Lemme I.9.6. : For 
the matrix Γ in Lemme 1.9.6. take our matrix (r)
n
 multiplied by z0. 
If о is not nilpotent then it follows from Lemme 1.9.6.that V satis­
fies condition b) of Theoreme 1.9· in [1] for r = s-1, in contradiction 
with the fact that V- has a regular singularity. 
We rewrite lemma 1.2.7. in another form (instead of ν((γ..)0) we simply 
write V(Y..)) : ij 
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1.2.θ. Lemma. 
Let η Ъе an integer > 1. Then 
-VC Y ^ ) • η •» -"ν(γ22) = η •• -^12*2^
 = 2 η
· 
If -^(γ^) = η, then 
-η. . 
(*) γ. . = a., ζ 1J(1 + ze.) 
ij ij ij 
where a.. € С, а. . Φ 0, п.. e Ζ, с.. € Cfz,—г] (l<iJj<2) IJ IJ ij ij ζ—1 
n = n 1 1 = n 2 2 = n 1 2 + n 2 1 and 
-11 -12 
a21 a22 , 
is nilpotent. 
Moreover, if к is an integer > 2, к odd, then -vly.pYp..) Φ к. 
Consequently: 
-•(Гц) i 1 «» -v^22^ - 1 ** "ν(Ύ12Ύ21^ - 2· 
(«· stands far : if and only if.) 
The proof of lemma 1.2.8. is simple. As an example ve shov: 
If -•(Ύ1.Ι) = -^22^ =
 n > 1
»
 t h e n
 -
v
^ 1 2Y2i) i
 2 η
· 
Suppose -lr(y^2y2^ > 2n' T h e n i n 1·2·^· t a k e s ="^ν^Ύ12Ύ21^ 
and q = s + ν(γ21). Then -νίγ-) 1 т^ for 1 <. i,j <_ 2, ο^ = α 2 2 = 0 · 
α.ρ ΐί 0, θρ1 ?ί 0. Hence α is not nilpotent. 
1.2.9. Reduction of the poles in ζ = 0 to simple poles. 
•Suppose that -τ(γ. -) <_ К Let ρ € Ζ and let 
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/ζ* θ\ 
Let Γ' = (γ. .') = Τ~1 Γ Τ + Τ - 1 ψ- . Then 7
 ij dz 
ν + * 
41 ζ 
ζ 'γ 12\ 
ι
Ζ
 τ 21 '22 
From the last line of Іешта 1.2.8. it's clear that we can choose ρ in 
such a way that -ν(γ. .'') <_ 1 and then we are ready. 
-^J 
So we may assume that -νίγ...) = η > 1 and that the elements γ. . of Γ 
have the form (*) of 1.2.8..Now we try to lower the number n, using 
matrices Τ € GL(2,C[z,—] ), till finally we reach η £ 1. 
Let ' 
\ 0 
λζ 
with λ e С, к € Z. Then Γ' = Τ~1 Γ Τ + Τ - 1 ~^ 
dz 
Ύ11 " λ ζ Υ21 
'21 
Υ 1 2
 +
 λζ (Y 1 1-Y22^ "
 λ Ζ Ύ 2 1 
Ύ22 + λ ζ Ύ21 
al1 a12 
Now choose λ = - — = and к = n 0 1 - п., • n„„ - n,„. Look at the pole 
21 22 21 11 22 12 
of γ' = γ.. - λζ γ., in ζ = 0. We have 
a11 Z 
'11 a11 П2Г П11 -П21 „ 
- · — ζ . a 2 ζ = 0. 
a21 ¿1 
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Hence -νίγ') < η. 
Proceeding in this way we finally get a matrix Γ1 with 
-νίγ^) = η' < 1. 
Remark . In fact all the matrices Τ we use here are elements of 
GL(2,C[z,—]), so pole orders of Γ at ζ = 1 are not affected. 
1.2.10. Reduction of the poles in ζ = 1. 
Put t = 1 - ζ and apply 1.2.9.-Then the poles at t = 0 can Ъе reduced 
to orders at most 1 whereas the pole orders at t = 1 are respected, 
1.2.11. We now have 
where (f) is a hasis of 0 meromorphic in S, Α.., A_ € M(2,C), and 
C(z) € M(2,C[z]). Interchanging the roles of 0 and « we may equally 
well suppose that we have 
p 
where (e) is a basis of 0 meromorphic in S, B1, Bp € M(2,C), and 
D(x) € M(2,C[x]). 
Let Г = Г( ,(е))---1г( V,(e)). 
ζ 
Then Γ has the form 
^+^_ + f|+...+ 554 («, 
ζ z-1 2 m+1 v ; 
ζ ζ 
where k^t С € M(2,C), m >_ 0. 
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Now we try to reduce the poles of Γ in ζ = 0 to simple poles, using 
T's E GL(2,C[z,-l,-^-]). 
We don't want to spoil the situation outside ζ = 0 during the reduction 
process, so after each step Γ should still have the form (**). Hence 
in contrast with 1.2.9. here we can't use arbitrary T's of the form: 
'zP /1 
and 
λ ζ 
1 
We distinguish two cases : 
(ι) -•(Y 1 1) i
 1 
(II) -v{y
u
) > 1 · 
In case (l) we have -V(Y 2 2) £. 1, -' (У-\2'Г21^ — 2' I f ~ν^Ύ12^ — 1 ^^ 
-vfy--) <_ 1 there is nothing left to prove. Otherwise we again disting­
uish two cases: 
(la) -TÍY,,) 1 1» Y21 = 0, -V(Y 1 2) 1 2 
(ГЬ) - (у
и
) i 1, Y 2 1 î* 0, -V(Y 2 1) < 0, -V(Y 1 2) >. 2. 
(The case -νίγ^) <_ 1, γ 1 2 = 0, -vÍYg^ >. 2 goes in the same way as 
(la) and the case -νΐγ.,.,) 1 1, Ύ 1 2 Ϊ 0, -ν(γ12) <_ 0, -ν(γ21) >. 2 goes 
in the same way as (ГЬ).) 
1.2.12. Case (la) -νίγ^) < 1, γ21 = 0, -ν(γ12) i 2. 
Now also -ν(γ?2) <_ 1. Let I. denote the identity element in M(2,C) 
and let Τ e GL(2,C[Z,-,-V] ). Then it is clear that Τ - 1 Γ Τ + Τ - 1 ^ 
ζ z-1 dz 
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1 2 1 1 dT has the desired form — + — г if and only if Τ (Γ-γ0„Ι„)Τ ·+ Τ — 
ζ ζ—ι ¿¿ ¿. dz 
has such a form. Hence we may replace Г Ъу Г - γ-ρ !_ i.e. we may 
suppose γ 2 2 = 0. 
Ύ11 Ύ12\ 
»I . ^  . c2 £Lf fL. I l + 2L- + ^ + + Isti' 
ζ z-1 ' ζ z-1 2 *'" m+1 
ζ ζ 
where p., д., с, € С, с .. φ 0, m > 1. It is sufficient to show that 
*!* j 1 ' m+1 ' — 
Γ can Ъе transformed into a matrix Г' with -vfy') <_ 1, γ' = 0, 
-ν(γ' ) < m + 1. We have at least one of the following possibilities: 
1) p1 φ m , 2) p 2 φ 0 , 3) р1 + р 2 φ 0. 
Case 1) р1 φ m 
1 αζ -m\ 
with о € С transforms Г into 
'11 
-m 
Y 1 2
 +
 oz γ 
-m-1 
11 
0 
The coefficient of z~m~ in γ' is 
0
m+1 + a p1 - от· 
Take 
. α 
m+1 
p^m Then -ν(γ^2) < m. 
Case 2) p 2 fi 0 
Take 
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' z - l 
with a e С. Then 
1 ζ α -
Ύ 11 ζ-1 ζ - 1 ' 1 2 ζ Γ ι Γ ί Ι " ζ ( ζ - ΐ ) α \ 
\ 
γ ; Ϊ2
+ α
Ρ2 'M q 2 C2 
12 _ , ..2 + ζ + ζ-1 + 2 + - · · + m ( ζ - 1 ) ζ ζ 
Choose 
α ρ 2 + q 2 c 2 
γ ; 2 = a í p ^ g ) + q, + Ч2 * ^ І Г - + r + m+1 
Take 
q 1 + q 2 
P 1 + P 2 
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1.2.1 3. Case (ІЪ) -V(Y 1 1) < 1, Y 2 1 Φ Ο, -ν(γ21) < Ο, -ν(γ12) > 2. 
2 
γ21 / Ο and -ν(γ21 ) ± О, зо у^ = —- with r 2 ?ί Ο, hence -ν(γ21 ) = О 
and -V(Y 1 2) = 2. 
As in case ( l a ) we may suppose γ
 2 = 0. 
r11 Ύ 12\ 
^ 2 1 0 
/£l
 + £2_ ^l + Ì2_ + f2l 
ζ z-1 ζ z-1 2 
ζ 
_ 2 
z-1 
where r - φ 0, c„ ?ί 0. As in case 2) above t a k e 
/z-1 a\ 
Then 
α J j 
'
γ 1 1 " " ^ 2 1 z-1 г-
2 \ 
: ο α о \ 
0^12 ζ ^ Γ ΐ Γ ζ(ζ- ΐ ) Ύ 21 "ζΤζΓΤ)\ 
ζ - 1 
"Г^гі 
q 2 + α ρ 2 - α r 2 ^ q ^ 
γ 1 2 ~ , ^ 2 + ζ + ζ-1 
( ζ - 1 ) 
Now take 
= -è- (Ρ, + И»! + ^ q j 2 r 2 ^ 2 2 ч 2 / 
Remark. Here we could equal ly wel l t a k e a matr ix of type T,. (m=1 ) or T_ with 
α = ¿ г (-(р 1 -1) + V ( p 1 - 1 ) 2 - l * r 2 c 2 ) , 
о = ( р ^ p 2 + Ч р 1 + р 2 ) + l * r 2 ( q 1 + q 2 ) ) , r e s p e c t i v e l y . 
3k 
1.2.11». Case (il) -νίγ.,,) = η > 1. 
The elements γ., of Γ have the form (*) of 1.2.8. . η -п.. = n-p-n... 
We may suppose Пр.-п... <_ 0, for if п„.-п.. > 0 we can replace Г Ъу 
T~ Γ Τ where 
Ό Π 
1 
Here we proceed in exactly the same way as in the second part of 1.2.9. 
Taking 
1 λζ 
0 1 
a11 
with λ = and к = η .-п^, we get -ν(γ' ) « η. 
Γ' has the form (**) of 1.2.11. : 
Γ' =-!- + -^
r
 + 4 + ... +-І!!іт 
ζ z-1 2 m+1 
ζ ζ 
because Γ has the form (**) and if 1 is an integer <_ 0 and 
а а с с 
*
т
Т
 +
 Тл
+
Л
+
 ·•·
 + ¿ ( a i ' с. e c , p > i) 
then 
ζ ζ 
We proceed in this way until we get -νίγ,.) <_ 1. Then we are in case 
(l) again and we are ready. 
This concludes the proof of the proposition. 
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1.2.15. Proof of theorem 1.2.1.. 
Ve may assume: a =«, a 1 = 0 , E = 0 (cf. 1.2.2.). 
In 1.2.11. we had 
ζ z-1 2 m+1 
ζ ζ 
Similarly here we can bring Γ into the form 
A A A 
ζ z-a_ 
n-1 C2 
+ —ñ + 
z-a , 2 
n-1 ζ 
ш+1 
m+1 
We proceed in a way similar to 1.2.11. - 1.2.1U. in order to reduce 
the poles in ζ = 0 to simple poles: 
Case (la) -νίγ^) £ 1, Ύ 2 1 = 0, -ν(γ12) > 2. 
As in 1.2.12. we may suppose Ypp = 0. 
& 
ζ z-a„ z-a 
'n-1 
^
 +
 ^ -
+
. 
ζ z-a„ 
Л-1 .C2. 
z-a . 2 
n-1 ζ 
\ 0 0 
We have a t l e a s t one of t h e following p o s s i b i l i t i e s : 
1) Ρ 1 Φ m 
2) p . J 0 for some i , 2 <_ i £ n-1 
3) p 1 + . . . + p n _ 1 φ 0 . 
(if η = 2 then we have only l) or 3) .) 
Similarly to 1.2.12 we take 
m+1 
1 az 
, a = -
m+1 
p^m 
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z-a. a 
ι » ot 
a . q . 
1 αζ 
τ 3 = 
. ot 
/ 
^
+ ( 1 2 + · · · + νΐ 
Саве (ІЪ) - ν ( γ 1 1 ) i 1 . Υ21 * 0, - V ( Y 2 1 ) 1 0 , - v ( r 1 2 ) 1 2 
(if η • 2 then this case doesn't occur.) 
Suppose ν(γ21 ) = m *_ 0. Then -vfy..) <_ m + 2. 
z z-a_ z-a . ζ z-a_ z-a , 2 m+2' 2 n-1 2 n-1 ζ ζ 
z-a2 ζ-αη_1 
'21 Here not all r. are equal to zero. Moreover, for 1 <_ к <_ m —г— 
0
 ζ* 
still has the form 
U 2
-
+
. . .
+
 V l
-
z-a2 z-a^ 
(uj € C) 
And Х-Л + Х+...+J=L· (v. €C, v, #0). 
m+1 ζ z-a_ *"" z-a « 
ζ 2 n-1 
We transform Γ into a matrix Γ' with ν(γ' ) <_ nul and -ν(γ' ) <_ 
Let r. φ 0. Then similarly-to 1.2.13.take 
τ 2 = 
ι
0 z 
Case (II) -ν(γ11) * 1 · 
z-a. a\ 
ι 
This case can Ъе treated in exactly the same way as in 1.2.1І*. 
1.2.16. The аІкеЪгаіс case. 
In this subsection 0 is the sheaf of germs of (regular) algebraic 
functions on X = Ρ (С). Here the topology on Ρ (С) is Zariski's 
topology. I/ and Б are algebraic vector bundles on X i.e. locally free 
sheaves of 0-modules. Ω is the sheaf of germs of algebraic differen­
tials on X. 0(S) is the sheaf of germs of functions on X regular on 
X-S. These functions have automatically only poles as singularities 
in S. 
In fact here ve can make the definitions a little simpler than in the 
complex analytic case. Instead of bases of U meromorphic in S we take 
bases of V
v
 _ and connections on V meromorphic in S are replaced by 
connections on V „. 
Similarly to 1.1.5. we define: 
An algebraic connection on V is a C-linear morphism 
V : V ->• Ω1 β 0 V 
verifying the Leibniz identity 
V(fV) = d f e v + f V v 
for f and \) local sections of 0 and V, respectively. 
A connection on V having regular singularities in S vili be an alge­
braic connection on l/
v
 „ such that for every s in S there exist a 
л—Û 
(Zariski-open) neighbourhood U of s in X, a basis ω of SI.., and a basis 
(υ) of V.. „ such that the coefficients of Г( ,ω,(υ)) have poles 
U—о U—о 
of order at most 1 in s. 
3Θ 
In theorem 1.2.1. one should read now instead of 'a basis of E mero-
morphic in S' 'a basis of E '. The proof of theorem 1.2.1. for the 
algebraic case goes exactly the same as for the complex analytic case. 
All transformations we used in the proof are algebraic transformations. 
Remark 1. The definition in this subsection of a connection having 
regular singularities agrees in a certain sense with the definition 
in 1.1.8. of a (holomorphic) connection having regular singularities. 
For the moment let X denote the complex analytic projective line. 
Up till 1.2.16.we wrote X instead of X but in this subsection X 
denotes the projective line (over C) with the algebraic structure. 
As point sets X and X may be identified. Let \J be an algebraic 
vector bundle on X. To (/ corresponds in a natural way a holomorphic 
vector bundle U on X . To each algebraic connection V on I/ 
A—D 
corresponds a connection ν on I/ meromorphic in S. 
Let s € S. We shall prove that V has a regular singularity in s if 
and only if V has a regular singularity in s in the sense of 1.1.8. . 
For the proof we may assume that I/ = О™. Then V = (0 ) m where 0 
is the sheaf of germs of holomorphic functions on л . Let Ö (Ö ) 
θ s 
denote the stalk of 0(0 ) in s and let K(K ) be the field of fractions 
of 0 (0 ). V induces a connection V on К in the sense of [1] 
s s s 
Chap.II page Ul. (c.f.1.2.6.). V has a regular singularity in s if and 
only if V has a regular singularity in the sense of [1] Chap.II 
Definition 1.11.. Similarly for ν and the induced connection w on 
(IT1) . From [1] Chap.II Théorème 1.9. it follows immediately that 
V has a regular singularity if and only if ν has a regular singular-
s s 
ity. 
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Remark 2. In fact theorem 1.2.1. for the algebraic case may be seen 
as a consequence of the same theorem for the complex analytic case: 
For simplicity let's assume s = ш . Let V be a connection on V 
having regular singularities in S. Then ν is a connection on V 
having regular singularities in S hence there exists a basis (υ) of 
V meromorphic in S such that 
r( ν\(ι>)) --^1 + ...
 +
^ ] _ 
z
-
ai Z-Vi 
where A1 A _1 £ M(2,C). 
Nov let (e) be a global basis of V „ (such (e) exists). Then (e) is 
also a basis of V meromorphic in S hence there is a 
Τ € GL(2,C[B,-^- ,...,-3- ]) such that (υ) = (e)T (cf. 1.2.1t.). 
1 " η 
So (υ) is also a basis of V . Moreover 
1 . . n-1 
r(,v,(v)) =—-+...+ 
ζ z-a. z-a . 
τ n-1 
1.3. Connections having regular singularities on vector bundles of 
rank 2 on P 1(K). 
1.3.1. In this section we show that theorem 1.2.1. for the algebraic 
case is not valid if С is replaced by an arbitrary field К of charac­
teristic zero, (if К is algebraically closed the theorem holds true.) 
In this section there will be no question of a complex analytic case. 
The definitions will be those of 1.2.16. where С is replaced by K. 
ItO 
2 For simplicity ve restrict оигзеі ез to connections V on 0 having 
regular singularities in S = {0,1,°°}. 
1.3.2. We have the well-known lemma (c.f.[7] §U no 5): 
Let A be a principal ideal domain and let Τ Ç. M(n,A) of rank r. 
Then / „^ 
T = U 
\ • • -
\ 0 
where U,V e GL(n,A) and а,,...,о e А, о. 4 0 (i=1,...,r), 
i r 1 
a, divides a.
+ 1 (j=1,...,r-1). 
From this one easily deduces another lemma: 
1.3«3. Lemma. 
Let A he a discrete valuation ring with unifonnizing parameter t 
and field of fractions fe. Let Τ e M(n,fe). Then there exist integers 
v1 <_ v 2 <....£ v r (r <_ n) and U,V e SL(n,A) such that 
't"1 
ν 
Τ = U 1 't r 
Now take A " 0 0, the stalk of the sheaf 0 in ζ = 0. 0 ів a discrete 
valuation ring with zQ as a uniformizing parameter. Here z. is the 
Ui 
germ of the regular function ζ in the point ζ = 0; instead of Z-
ve shall simply write z. Let fe be the field of fractions of 0. and 
К the algebraic closure of K. 
1 .З·'*· Lemma. 
Let 
A A; 
where A 1, AJ 6 M(2,K) and A 2, A¿ £ M(2,0Û). (Then Г,Г' £ M(2,fe).) 
Let α-.ο- (α!, α') be the eigenvalues of A1 (A'). Suppose that there 
exists a Τ € GL(2,fe) such that 
Γ' = Τ
- 1
 Γ Τ + Τ
- 1
 І^ . dz 
Then there exist integers m, and m„ such that 
{c^, up = {o1 + m ^ a2 + ni2} . 
Proof 
If W € GL(2,Ö0) then 
w-1 Γ
 w +
 W-1 |H
 =
 !l
 +
 в, dz ζ 2 
where B1 € M(2,K) and B 2 € M(2,0 ). 
Moreover B- has the same eigenvalues as A1. 
Now from lemma 1.3.3. it is clear that we may assume 
Τ = 
v1 
ζ 
V 
where v1 <_ ν . 
k2 
We have 
*ii + r 
r· = 
ζ γ 21 
If v. = v„ then m1 = nu » v., 
Suppose V- < v_ and let 
/a 
Then 
Hence 
11 
a12\ 
a21 a22 
v2-v1 
ζ γ 121 
'зг / 
/añ an 
a21 a22 
a21 = aÍ2 = 0' a n = a11 + V a22 = a22 + v2 
{a^Og} = {а^.а^} 
1.3.5· Let V Ъе a connection on 0 having regular singularities in 
S = {0,1,»} and let s £ S. For the moment we define the notion of a 
set of eigenvalues of 7 in s in the folioving way: V has a regular 
singularity in s, hence there exist an open subset U of X with 
2 
s С U and a basis (e) of 0,,
 t ·. such that 
u-t s j 
A1 if s=0 or 1 then Г( V , ,,(e))«· -— + A- with a = 0,1 , res-
pectively 
if в - then r(
x
V
u
_{s},(e))= ^ І + А з 
where Α.. 6 Μ(2,Κ) and A 2 e M(2,r(U,0)). Let o1 ,α« be the eigenvalues 
1*3 
of A- in K. Then {o1 ,ο^ } is called a set of eigenvalues of V in s. 
Let s = 0, let 
Г
-
Г (
« {в>- ( е ) )-Г- + А2 
Г,
=
 r(
z
VU'-{s} .('')) = r + A ¿ 
and let a., .dp (a',a') Ъе the eigenvalues of A. (A'). Let 
Τ € GLfS.rCunu'-ís},^)) Ъе such that (e') = (e)T. Then 
-1 -1 dT 
Г» s τ Г Т + Т т ^ . dz 
Hence, taking germs in ζ = 0, we get from lemma І.З.'*. that there 
are integers m. and nu such that 
ία',ο^} = {α1 + m ^ α 2 + а^. 
So "i - 0^ 6 K ** αί ~ α2 € Κ· 
Suppose α1 - α» t К. We have 
m..+ Шр т . - Шр 
a\a2 = β 1 0 1 2 + m l m 2 + — ( α ι + α 2 ^ — ( « T ^ · 
So m1 = m«. 
Especieilly: (al+ol) - (α,+αρ) is an even integer. 
The same results hold if s = 1 or s = ». 
1.3.6. Proposition. 
2 
Let V he a connection on 0 having regular singularities in 
kk 
S = f0.1.»} and let {α^,ο^}, {а^ ,a22ì Md {α31,α32} Ъе sets of 
eigenvalues of V in ζ = 0,1 and <» respectively. Then there exist a 
basis (e) of 0
χ
 „ and Α.. ,Αρ € М(2,К) such that 
r( V,(e)) = — + -K 
ζ ' ζ z-1 
unless none of the a. . is in К and α.... + ...+ α.- is an odd integer. 
Remark. 
It is clear that none of the a.. is in К if and only if none of the 
a i l - a i 2 is in K. Now let {a' 1 jOi^ } ,ία^ ,α^ {a'1 ,α^} also Ъе sets 
of eigenvalues of V in ζ = 0,1 and », respectively. Then from 1.3.5. 
it follows immediately that 
none of the a... - a.- is in К and a...+.. .+a..„ is an odd integer 
if and only if 
none of the ai. - α'.- is in К and ai. + ...+α' is an odd integer. 
Proof of the proposition . 
Let none of the a...-a.. Ъе in К and let a-. + .-.+a-p Ъе an odd integer. 
о 
We assume that there exists a hasis (e) of 0 Y such that Г( V,(e)) 
A A Z 
1 2 has the form - — ι - — , and we show that this leads to a contradiction. 
ζ z-1 
Г(
х
 ,(е))=^Г( 2 , ( е ) ) = - ^ + ^ т · 
Let A- = -(A.+Ap) and let oî^aîp Ъе the eigenvalues of A. (i=1,2,3). 
U5 
Then {α',α* },{<*2ΐ'οι22^Λα31'α32* a:re ^ 3 0 s e t s o f eigenvalues of 
V in ζ = 0,1 and « respectively. Hence (c.f. the remark above) 
a'.+..•
+
aoo is a n o d d integer, in contradiction to A1 + Ap + A_ = 0. 
Suppose that at least one of the a.- - o.„ is in К or α.,, + ...+a 
•^ il i2 11 32 
із not an odd integer. 
2 
We shov that there exists a basis (e) of öv _ such that Г( V,(e)) 
Α—ο Ζ 
A A 1 2 has the form — + — , . 
ζ ζ—π 
In the above proof of proposition 1.2.3. the only property of С 
we used was the fact that С is a field of characteristic zero, the 
only exception being the case (lb). So if at no step in the reduction 
process the matrix Г is of type (lb) then there exists a basis (e) 
such that Г( V,(e))has the desired form. Consequently, we may assume 
2 
that there exists a basis (f) of Öv
 σ
 such that 
А—Ь 
г = r(
z
v,(f)) 
ζ z-1 
a
 + !s i +v 
ζ z-1 2 
ζ 
_1 
z-1 
ζ z-1 
where r« ^  0, c 2 Φ 0. 
Let's suppose first that u. = Up = 0. Then 
0 / J. 
ζ 
Τ = 
1 
transforms Γ into 
kS 
P i " 1 cc 
'
Ύ 1 Γ Ι Ζγ12\ z-1 W z ~ \ 
'21 l 2 
z-1 
Hence we may assume (cf. the remark at the heginning of this sub­
section) 
α1ΐ·α12 = ä ( p r 1 - Wp1-l)2-l*r2o2) . 
Ih. M 
z-1 z-1 \ 
/ ' t 
z-1 
So we may assume 
«21» в 22 и ' ( P 2 ± ^ 2 * ^Z^· 
Ъ. fi 
ζ
 +
 2 
ζ 
L e t ' s consider t h e s i t u a t i o n in ζ = ">. 
г( v , ( f ) ) = - : ! p r( v , ( f ) ) -2 ' v z 
Pl + P2 11+4 
? · 
x-1 
rJ_ 
, x-1 
ill + C 2 | 
Therefore we may assume 
+ ^ P . + P J 2 * α 3 1 , α 3 2 = i í - ^ + P g )  V(p1 p2) + Ur2(<i1+q2)) 
Now α ^ + . , . + α
 2 = p ^ 1 + Pg-fp.j+Pg) = -1 i s an odd i n t e g e r . 
b7 
Hence at least one of the a.. - a.p is in K. 
Case 1) V / ,(p 1-l)
2
- 1* 
(cf.1.2.12. and 1.2.13.) 
r 2c 2 e К. 
1 αζ •Λ 
\ο , / 
with ο € Κ transforms Γ into 
Γ' = 
Ύ 1 1 - ο ζ Ύ 2 1 
'21 
^ -1 2 - 2 
γ1 2-Ηιζ γ ι Γ β ζ γ 2 1 
β γ 2 1 Ζ 
α = ^ (-(ρ,-1) + V W T 2 г ( ρ Γ ΐ )  V ( p r l ) ¿ - ^ г 2 с 2 ) Take 
Then Г' has t h e des i red form. 
Case 2) Vpî + br0q0 € K. Let f 2 • ^2*2. 
/ z -1 a\ 
with a e К. Then 
/ о J i g g 
/Y11"'ζΎ21+ζ-1 г И Г і г ^ ^ і Г z(z-1 )Y21 
\ 
z-1 a 1 
Г ^ г і Г^гі ζ 
Take 
U8 
α = 7 г Н р 2 + Vp2 + ItrgQg ) . 2r„ 
Cade 3) V i p ^ ) ^ 1 * Γ 2 ( 4 Ι + ^ 2 ) € К. 
Let 
1 αζ ' 
Ο ζ 
v i t h α € К. Then 
Г' 
/ Ύ 11 - α Ύ 2 1 ζ ( ο ι γ 1 1 + γ 1 2 - " S i 5 
\ 
'21 α Ύ 2 1 + 7 
Take 
α = 2^- (?,+ Ρ2 + ^ ^
 г
)2* ^ ( q ^ q g ) ) . 
Finally we treat the case that u. ,VL„ are not hoth equal to zero. 
u1 u2 Let Г' = Γ - (— + — , )l„ and let V' be the connection such that 
ζ z-1 ¿ 
Γ' = Γ( V'.Çf)). If (g) is a hasis of 0^ then r(zV,(g))has the 
desired form if and only if Г( V',(g)) has the desired form. More­
over, if ίαΐ·ι»αί2^»^οι2ΐ,α22' a n d ^a31'a32^ а Г е s e t s OÎ eÍ8envalues of 
V' in ζ = 0,1 and », respectively, then we may assume 
a i j = a1j- V a¿j = a2j- U 2 ' a3j = a3j + U 1 + U2 (J=1'2)· 
Hence at least one of the a!, - a!„ is in К or a' +...+ a' is not 
il i2 11 32 
an odd integer. 
Therefore we may replace Г Ъу Г' and then we are Ъаск in the case 
u1 = u 2 = 0. 
This concludes the proof of the proposition. 
1*9 
1.3.7· Example. 
К is the field of the Laurent-aeries in t. We define 
Г € M(2,K[z,^,¿]) Ъу 
1 1 ,t-1 t-K 
z
_1 Vz-1 " 2 J 
1 
z-1 
Here p 1 = q1 » u 1 = u 2 = 0, p 2 = r 2 « 1, q 2 = ^ ( t - l ) , c 2 = - ^ ( t - 1 ) . 
2 2 2 
Hence (p.,-1) - l t r 2 c 2 = P 2 + i*^2(l2 = ^і^г^ + ^ g ^ l * ^ ^ = * ' 
t i s not a square in K, so t h e r e do not e x i s t a Τ € G L ( 2 , K [ Z , — , — r ] ) 
and A.,, A2 € M(2,K) such t h a t 
A A 
-1 -1 dT 1 2 
Τ Γ Τ + Τ l 2 i = -i- + - b _ dz ζ z-1 
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CHAPTER 2 
CLASSIFICATION OF PAIRS OF 2x2-MATRICES. 
2.1. Notations, definitions and some simple lemmas. 
2.1.1. К will be an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero. 
К may Ъе the field С of complex numbers and then our point of view 
will be complex analytic as well as algebraic. For К # С only аІзеЪга-
ic objects are considered. Mostly we shall not distinguish explicitly 
between К = С and К Φ С and we shall treat at the same time the complex 
analytic case and the algebraic case. Sometimes, especially when the 
complex analytic case is simpler than the algebraic case, we shall 
first treat the complex analytic case, but if no distinction is made 
we treat the two cases at the same time. 
2.1.2. In the algebraic case for the definitions of 'variety' and 
'morphism of varieties' we take the definitions of Г5]. So varieties 
are always reduced, but not necessarily irreducible or connected, 
and morphisms are determined by the underlying map. In the complex 
analytic case a variety will be an analytic space and morphisms of 
varieties will be holomorphic maps of analytic spaces (cf. [8]). In 
both cases the category of varieties with morphisms will be denoted 
by V. Varieties will be denoted mostly by S, S', M or M'. The n-dimen-
sional affine space will be denoted by Л or simply by A . 
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For the structure sheaf of a variety S we shall write 0 or simply 
о 
0 if there is no danger of confusion. A regular function will Ъе a 
holomorphic or a regular algebraic function. If S € V and f ε r(S,Ö) 
then we write V(f) for the subvariety of S defined Ъу f = 0. 
Remark. In the algebraic case let V' denote the category of reduced 
schemes of finite type over К and K-morphisms. For the category V' 
one can get results similar to those in this chapter with respect 
to the category V. The main difference between V' and V is that in 
objects S' of V' in addition to the closed points there are also 
non-closed points. But these non-closed points are of little impor­
tance in this chapter. For example morphisms in V' are already deter­
mined by their action on the set of closed points. 
2.1.3. In this chapter we consider ordered pairs (A-,A-) with 
A-,A2 £ М(2,К) (the set of 2x2-matrices with coefficients in K). We 
shall simply speak of pairs instead of ordered pairs. We also con­
sider ordered triplets (Α.,Αρ,Α.,) with A. ,A ,A, £ М(2,К) and 
A. + Ap + A_ = 0. Such an ordered triplet with sum zero will simply 
be called a triplet. The map 
(A1,A2) ι У (AVA2, - (A1+A2)) 
is a bijection from the set of pairs to the set of triplets. We 
identify these two sets. The set of all pairs (triplets) we denote 
by Ρ (m of matrix). The map 
m 
p
- — » * K 
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defined Ъу 
l11 а12\ 
|a21 a22 
/Ь11 Ъ12 
Ь21 Ъ22// 
h-(a11 .a12,a21 >а 2 2 )Ъ 1 1 ,Ъ 1 2 )Ъ 2 1 .Ъ^) 
is a bijective map of sets and determines a structure of a variety 
on Ρ . 
m 
Up till 2.I.I9. (Α.,Αρ) vili always denote an element of Ρ . For 
к = 1,2,3 we denote the eigenvalues of A. by a, . and a.,,, a. = Tr A. , 
\ = Det A^ and c k = a^ - 1 ^ = (α^-α^)
2
. ь , , ^ , ^ ^ , ^ are 
called the invariants of (Α.,Αρ). Note that a.. + a„ + a_ = 0. 
2.I.U. If (A^Ap) and (A',A') are two elements of Ρ then we say 
that(A',Ap is equivalent with (Α,-,Α^  if there exists a Τ e GL(2,K) 
such that 
(A',A¿) = (Τ-1 A1 Τ, Τ
- 1
 A 2 Τ). 
Notation: (A',A¿) ^  (A,^) or (A',A¿,A^) ^  ( A ^ A g ^ ) . clU,,^) 
or clCA^Ap.A,) denotes the equivalence class of (Α.,Αρ). The set 
of these equivalence classes is denoted Ъу Ρ . 
2 . 1 . 5 . Let (A 1,A 2) e P m . 
(Α-,Αρ) i s c a l l e d i r r e d u c i b l e i f A1 and Ap have no common eigenvector 
in К , equiva lent ly t h e r e do not e x i s t Τ £ G L ( 2 , K ) and 
а 1 Г а 1 2 ' а 2 2 , Ь 1 1 , Ъ 1 2 ' Ъ 2 2 € K s u c h t h a t 
„-1 (T - A T,T~'A2T) = Í í
a l 1 a12\ 311 Ъ12 
11° ^22, 2 2 / , 
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(A-JA-) is called diagonalizable if A- and A« are simultaneously 
diagonalizatîle i.e. if there exist Τ £ GL(2,K) and 
а 1 1,а 2 2,Ъ 1 1,Ъ 2 2 e К such that 
,/ιι la... 0 \ |Ъ 1 0 \ 
a22/ \0 Ъ22/ 
(Α.,Αρ) is called semi-simple if (Α.,Αρ) is irreducible or diagonali-
2 . 
zable, equivalently every K-linear suhspace of К invariant under 
A 1 and Ap has a K-linear complement that is also invariant under A. 
and Ap. 
Ρ denotes the set of irreducible pairs and Ρ the set of semi-simple 
pairs. 
Moreover, we define Ρ
 0 as the set of semi-simple pairs (Α.. ,A_) 
о 
such that c. = ("vi-^o^ ^ 0 f o r a t l e a s t one к e {1,2,3) . 
We have 
P e P „ c p c p . 
su s m 
(Ρ с ρ follows from lemma 2.1.11*..) 
su 
Let Ρ, Ρ . and Ρ denote the sets of equivalence classes of elements 
su s 
of Ρ, Ρ - ала Ρ .respectively. Then 
P < = P „ c p t = P . 
sO s m 
The elements of Ρ are called irreducible classes and the elements 
of Ρ are called semi-simple classes. 
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2.1.6. Next ve consider objects (.ν,Α.,Α^) where W is a 2-dimensional 
K-vector space and A. ,A2 € EntLjty). We say that tvo such objects 
(W.A-.Ap) and (W ,Α',Αρ) are equivalent, in symbols 
(W',A},A¿) t (W,A1,A2), 
if there exists an isomorphism Τ : W -»· W such that 
(A',A¿) = (Τ^Α,Τ,Τ"^!). 
Let clCW.A.jA») denote the equivalence class of (ν,Α-,Α«) and P' 
the set of all equivalence classes. 
There is a canonical bijection ('choice of basis') 
P' — • Ρ 
m m 
We identify Ρ' with Ρ . 
' m m 
(ν,Α.,Αρ) is called irreducible if A 1 and A- have no common eigen­
vector in W. (W.A-jAp) is called semi-simple if every K-linear sub-
space of W invariant under A1 and A- has a K-linear complement that 
is also invariant under A. and A„. It is clear that (W.A^A-) is irre­
ducible (semi-simple) if and only if cl(W,A1,Α-) is an irreducible 
(semi-simple) class in Ρ (under the identification of P' and Ρ ). 
m m m 
2.1.Τ· Lemma. 
(A1,A2) € Ρ •• o 1 k + Og. + o ^ ϊ 0 for all k,j,m € {1,2}. 
Proof: If (Α.,Αρ) is reducible then certainly a. + е.. + a = 0 
for some k,j,m € {1,2}. 
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Sir.ce ve can renumber the eigenvalues of A^, A 2 and A, it is sufficient 
to prove: 
(A1,A2) irreducible * "ц
 + α21 + "зі ^ 0. 
Let (Α.,Αρ) be irreducible, let e € К be an eigenvector of A. 
2 
for the eigenvalue ct.. and let e„ 6 К be an eigenvector of A_ for 
the eigenvalue oi„p. A1 and Ap don't have a common eigenvector in 
2 2 
К , во (β.,βρ) is a basis of К . With respect to this basis we have 
//»11 
(A1,A2) 
a21 0 W 
W 0 "12] 
where λ,μ € Κ, λ J 0, у / 0. 
(o^+a-JCa^+o^) - λμ 
'22 
α31α32 
ΊΓ-21'^12^22' 
So 
λμ = (<«11^21
)(β12+β22) " α31α32 
" ^ іі^гі^зі^іг^гг^зі*· 
Hence 
α11 + α 2 1 + α 3 1 * 0· 
2.1. θ. Lenima. 
If (Α..,Ар) is irreducible then 
//-11 1 \ 
(A^Ag) ^  
\\0 -12/ 
/-21 0 \ \ 
\ 1 -22// 
where t, = (<ι11*β21)(β12+α22) -β 3 1α 3 2 = (α 1 1 +α 2 1 +α 3 1 )(α 1 2 +α 2 2 +α 3 1 ). 
This follows directly from the proof of lemma 2.1.7·. Replace (β.,β.) 
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Ъу (\е^,е2). 
Remark. Similarly one has 
(A1,A2) -v, 
a11 1 
"12 / 
a 2 2 0 \ 
\ 2 a21 / 
where t2 = («ц^аг^^г^гі
5
 "
 α3ΐ032 = ^ іі^гг^з^^іг^і^зі5" 
2.1.9· Lemma. 
If (Α.,Ар) ^ 1^· (AI,AA) are semi-simple, then 
(A.j.Ag M А', Ар •» (a1,c1,a2,c2,a3,c3)=(a^,c',a¿,c¿,a^,c^). 
Proof: If (Α,-,Α«) and (ΑΙ,Α') are equivalent thai of course they have 
the same invariants. 
Now suppose that (A1,Ap) and (ΑΙ,Α') have the same invariants. Then 
for each к 6 {1,2,3} A. and AJ have the same eigenvalues a. . and 
a._ and (Α.,Αρ) is irreducihle if and only if (Α',Α') is irreducible 
(c.f.lemma 2.1.7·). 
Let's first assume that (A..,A„) and (AI,A'1_ are irreducible. Then 
from lemma 2.1.8. it follows immediately that 
(A1,A2b(A',A¿b 
/ β11 α21 0 \\ 
\ '12 22 
where t, = ^
u
^2^^^
+a22) " 031α32· 
Now let's assume that (Α,.,Αρ) and (ΑΙ,ΑΑ) are both diagonalizable. 
We have 
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(Α,,Α^ ^ 
α11 0 α 2 1 Ο 
12, \ 0 '22 
(if necessary we renumber o p 1 and «ор)· Moreover we have 
i) (A',A¿) ъ 
or ii) (A',A¿) -v. 
"21 
'
a 1 1 0 
22' 
α 2 1 О 
W 0 '12 
'
a11 0 •*22 
\ 0 '12 
'22 
0
 \ 
21/ 
Suppose that we have ii). Then since A, and AZ have the same eigen­
values we have 
{<»„ + a 2 2, a 1 2 + a21} = {a,, + a 2 1, o 1 2 + a^}. 
So a.« = a 2 1 or ot.. = a 1 2. Therefore i) is also true. 
2.1.10. Lemma. 
If (A.jAg) and (A',TU) are two elements of Ρ and (Α.,Α.) is irre­
ducible then 
(A1,A2) "X» (А!,АД) •• (A-.Ag) and (А',АД) have the same invariants. 
Proof: If (ΑΪ,Α') has the same invariants as (Α.,Αρ) then for each 
к € {1,2,3} АЛ has the same eigenvalues as Α., hence (A!,Ai) is also 
irreducible (c.f.lemma 2.1.7.). Now the lemma follows immediately 
from lemma 2.1.9.. 
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2.1.11. Lemma. 
(A1,Ap) is semi-simple •• clÍA-.Ap) is closed in A 
Q 
(Here cltA-jAp) is vieved as a subset of A ; c.f.2.1.3.) 
Proof: 
Let (Α.,Αρ) be semi-simple. 
Let's suppose first that (Α-,Αρ) is irreducible and let 
(a..c.,ap,Cp,a,,c_) be the invariants of (Α.,A3. Then from lemma 
2.1.10.we get that clfA^Ap) is the inverse image of the point 
(a, ,c.,ap,Cp,a_,c_) in A under the morphism 
-* A 
(A',A¿)t—• (a',c^a¿,e¿,a^,o^). 
So clfA-jAp) is closed. 
Now let (Α-,Αρ) be diagonalizable. We may suppose that 
, α11 0 '21 
(А,.Аз) = 
12 '22 ι 
If a ^ = O p and a^. = Opp then clCA. ,A„) consists only of the point 
о 
( A ^ A p ) . So we may suppose that a.... # a ^ . clÍA^Ap) is closed in A 
о 
if and only if cl(A..-a..p !„, Ap-cUp !„) is closed in A . Therefore 
we may assume that 
/ ß 
(A,,Ag) = 
ιΟ 0 
where α,В € К, a / 0. Then 
o \ \ 
0 / 
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cl(A 1,A 2) = { ( A ' . ^ A ' J I T T A' = α, Det A' = 0} 
α 
and this set is obviously closed in A . 
Nov let clfA^A«) be closed. We suppose that (Α-,Αρ) is reducible 
but not diagonalizable and we derive a contradiction. We may suppose 
that 
(A 1,A 2) = 
/ aii λ \ 
\ 0 0 i 2 / 
a 2 1 У 
22 
where a 1 1 ) a 1 2 , a 2 1 ,α^,λ,μ € Κ, λ ?< 0. 
Let 
U = < 
, a11 z '21 λ' 
,0 a 1 2 / \0 
'22 / / 
ζ e κ, ζ ί« ο 
Then U с C1(A..,A 2) and the closure of U in A is 
/-21 M 
U = < 
a11 0 
\ 0 α22 / 
ζ € К ^ 
'21 
Hence 
'12 
0
 \ 
»22 / 
€ clCA^Ap). Contradiction. 
Remark. cl(A. ,Α-) is not closed if (A..,A») is not semi-simple. In 
2.2. this will turn out to be the reason that for the functor F 
(2.1.20.)there exists neither a coarse nor a fine moduli space. 
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2.1,12. Let (Α-,Α,Ο € Ρ . As in 2 . 1 . 8 . l e t 
t1 = («ц^і^з^^іг^гг^зі5 = ( ο 1 ΐ2+ < ϊ22+ < ϊ32 ) ( β ι ι+ α2ΐ+ < ,32 ) 
t 2 = (а11+а22+аз1)(а12+а21+аз1) = ( a ^ ^ ^ ) ^ ^ * ^ ^ ) . 
One has (cf.2.1.3. ) 
Ь^ = ( α 1 1 ^ 2 1 ) ( « 1 2 + ο ΐ 2 2 ) - α 3 1 « 3 2 = 1 > i + V t > 3 4 e 1 1 e 2 2 4 e 1 2 e 2 1 
*2 = ( а 1 1 + а 2 2 ) ( а 1 2 + а 2 1 ) - а 3 1 а 3 2 " Ъ 1 + Ъ 2 - Ъ 3 + а 1 1 а 2 1 + а 1 2 0 2 2 ' 
From t h i s we get 
t ^ t g = 2(Ъ 1 +Ъ 2 -Ъ 3 )+а 1 а 2 = Ц-с^-с^+а^) . 
1И;^2 = !*{(Ъ1+Ъ2-Ъ3)
2
+(Ъ1+Ъ2-Ъ3)а1а2+ a^+a^b^Ub^g} = 
= (2(Ъ1+Ъ2-Ъ3)+а1а2)
2
- (а2-1*Ъ1 )(a2-lib2) = 
О О 
= (t^tg) « C^g = ÌÌ-C^Cg+Cg) - C^g = 
2 2 2 
= îic^Cg+o.-ac^g^c^^CgC.). 
We define 
tj^U^Ag) = 5(-ck-Cj+cm) {k,j,m} = {1,2,3} 
WW = ck k e i1'2'3} 
ρ ο 2 
rfA^Ag) = 5(cl+Cg+c3-2c1Cg-2c1c3-2cgC3). 
If there is no danger of confusion then instead of t. .(Α.,Αρ) 
(k,j € {1,2,3}) and r(A..,A2) we shall simply write t. . and r. 
For k,j € {1,2,3} let e. . be the element of {-1,0,1} that is equal 
to k-j modulo 3. Let /r be one of the roots of r in K. Then we have 
r = t ^ - с
к
с^ k,j € {1,2,3}, к φ j 
(tkj+ e k / r ) ( V ek/ r ) » ckcj k'J e i 1 ' 2 ' 3 > 
\t = ^"V 0 /^ 5 {k,j,m} = {1,2,3} 
Ч а
+ г
к т
 с
к {к, j,m} = {1,2,3} 
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2 2 
r = 16 , .Π , (α,,+α-.+α« ) k,o,m=1 Ik 2j 3m 
2.1.13. If (ArA2,A3) 'v. (A^,A¿,A^) then Тг А^з Tr A¿ and Det A ^ Det A¿ 
(k=l,2,3). We define 
a^clU^A^Ag) = Тг Ak к=1,2,3 
smd if there is no danger of confusion we shall simply vrite a. in­
stead of a. (cl(A1,A2,A3)). In an analogous way we define ^ ^ » ^ 
and г for classes. 
2.1.11*. Lemma. 
(A1,A2) € Ρ •• τ(ΑνΑ2) ψ 0. 
This follows iinmediately from lemma 2.1.7. and the last formula of 
2.1.12.. 
2.1.15. Let χ.,z1,Χρ,Ζρ,χ-,ζ. Ъе the co-ordinate functions on A 
Τ б 1 
and x1,z1,Χρ,Ζρ,χ-,ζ,,χ on A = Α χ A . We define regular ftmc-
7 
tions on A : 
\і = ^ - V j ^ m 5 {k,j,m} = {1,2,3} 
We have 
г =
 ¿(*?+>!+*з-2г ^ - az ,83-2*^). 
г = t k j - zkz<. k, j e {1,2,3}, kííj 
1ш = -2к í k ' j ' m } = { 1 ' 2 ' 3 } · 
In A6 let 
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Ms = Vix^g^), 
M
 0 the complement in Ms of VCz^ П V(z2) Π VfzJ, 
M the complement in M of (г). 
In A 7 let H = V(x2-r) and let W be the hyperplane νΐχ,,+χ^Χ-). We 
define 
M' = Η η W 
s 
M* i s t h e complement in M¿ of V(z^) П V(z 2 ) П V(z 3 ) 
M' i s t h e complement in M' of V(r ) . 
The r e s t r i c t i o n of t h e function χ t o H we s h a l l mostly denote Ъу /г . 
Let q : H -*• A be t h e mapping induced by t h e p r o j e c t i o n of 
7 6 1 A = A x A onto t h e f i r s t f a c t o r . 
We have a commutative diagram 
M' с M' с M' с H 
sO 
M c M „ c i M c A 
sO s 
M· = q - 1 ( M ) , M;0 = q - 1 ( M g 0 ) , M ; = q - 1 ( M s ) . 
All the vertical mappings in the diagram are surjective morphisms 
of varieties. For each point m in M there are precisely two points 
m' and m' in M' such that q(m! ) = q d O = m. For j = 1,2,3 let 
M . = {m G Μ I z.(m) Φ 0} 
SJ Ξ I J 
M. = {m e M I ζ.(m) 5E 0} 
M'. = q"1(M .) 
sj ч sj 
M'. = q" 1(M.). 
J ч J 
Then M
 n
 = M , U M 0 U M 0 sO si B2 S3 
and one has similar formulas for M' , M and M', 
sO' 
Let the morphism 
φ : Ρ • 
m m 
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be defined. Ъу 
(A.j.Ag)! • (а1 ,с 1,а 2,с 2,а 3,с 3). 
L e t
 К
 :
 \ " Мс 
m ш s 
Ъе the map of sets induced Ъу φ . Then the diagram 
is commutative and ve have 
х
к
(ф
т
с1 (A, .Ag)) = % ( A 1 , A 2 ) 
2
к
(
*т
СІ
 ^ ^ - ^ W -
L e t φ : Ρ — > M , φ
 n
 : Ρ —•• Μ and φ : Ρ —*• Μ he the maps 
s s s su ευ su 
induced Ъу φ . 
Remark. The varieties M ,M ..M.M1,M' ,M' and H are irreducihle. This 
s' sO' ' s sO' 
can Ъе seen as follows: M is a hyperplane in A hence іггеаисіЪІе. 
M
 n
 and M are the complements in M of the closed subvarieties 
V(z.) Π V(z_) Л V(z-) and vCr), respectively, so M _ and M are also 
irreducible.Now for the moment consider ζ.,Ζρ,ζ.,χ as co-ordinate 
functions on A and let L = V(x -r) in A . 
2 2 ? 
χ - r = χ -(H-z.-Zp+z.)) - z.Zp is a non-degenerate quadratic form 
in ζ-,Ζρ,ζ ,χ hence an irreducible polynomial . Consequently L is 
3 
irreducible. Η may Ъе identified with L κ A so Η is auso irredu­
cible. M' = Η Π W may Ъе identified with L * W' where W' = V(x +x 2+x g) 
3 
in A . Hence M', M' and M' are irreducible too. 
s' sO 
6U 
2.1.16. Lemma. 
The map 
defined by-
is surjective. 
φ : Ρ »· M 
m m s 
( c f . 2 . 1 . 1 5 . ) 
cl{k^,A2)\ • ( а 1 , о 1 , а 2 , с 2 , а 3 , с 3 ) 
Proof: Let ( ξ 1 , ζ 1 , ξ 2 , ς 2 , ξ 3 , ζ 3 ) £ M s. Then ξ 1 + Ç2 + ζ 3 = 0. 
Let n k = ^ ^ - ^ (к=1,2 ,3) . There e x i s t α^,α^,α^,α^ and u € κ 
such t h a t 
a 11 + 0 1 2 = 4 α 1 1 α 1 2 = η 1 
α 21 + α 22 = ζ 2 α 21 0 22 " η 2 
u = ( α ^ + α ^ )(c^g+ci^) - η 3 . 
Let 
lo. 
(Α 1,Α 2) 
11 Ί \ / α 2 1 0 \\ 
V 12/ 22, / 
Then ф
т
(с1(А 1 ,А 2 )) = (С1 , С 1 , ξ 2 , ς 2 , ζ 3 , ς 3 ) . 
Remark, φ i s not i n f e c t i v e . 
Let 
(A 1,A 2) 
1 0 
\o 1 
1 0 
Ю 1 
> ( A ; , A ¿ ) = 
1
 Λ 
\\o 1 
1 0\ 
\o 1/ 
Then e l(A 1 ,A 2 ) φ c l ( A ' , A ¿ ) , but Ф ш (сі(А 1 ,A 2 )) = Ф т(сі(А],A¿) 
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2.1 .IT. Lemma. 
The map φ : Ρ —> M induces a ЪілесЬіоп r
 m m s 
φ" : Ρ — > M . 
s s s 
Proof: The i n j e c t i v i t y of φ follows from lemma 2 . 1 . 9 . . Now l e t m 
Ъе a p o i n t of M . There e x i s t s cl(A..,A0) € Ρ such t h a t r
 s 1 2 m 
φ" ( c l ( A 1 , A 2 ) ) = m s . Suppose clU.j.Ag) ί Ρ . Then 
c l(A 1 ,A 2 ) = c l 
/ / a 1 1 λ \ 
11° "J 
α 21 μ 
22 / 
for some λ,μ £ К. Let 
a 11 0 
(A',A¿) = 
'12 
J21 0
 \ ' 
•*22 
Then c l (A' ,A¿) e P s and ф ^ е і Ц ' , A ¿ ) ) 
2 .1 .1 . Lemma. 
The map φ : Ρ —»• M induces h i j e c t i o n s 
m m s 
•so
-
"
 Р
в 0 - ^ Ms0 
and 
φ : Ρ —>• M. 
This follows immediately from lemma 2.1.IT. 
Remark. The bijections φ , φ
 0 and φ induce a structure of a variety 
on Ρ , Ρ
 n
 and P. Hence Ρ , Ρ
 n
 and Ρ may Ъе seen as elements of the 
category V. 
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2.1.19. Let S € V and let E Ъе a (holomorphic or algebraic) vector 
bundle on S of rank 2 (i.e. locally free sheaf of 0_-modiiLes of 
rank 2). Let s Ъе a point of S. Then the fibre of E in s will be 
denoted by E(s). E(s) is isomorphic as a K-^rector space to К . 
If E' is another vector bundle of rank 2 on S and A : E -»• E ' is a 
morphism of vector bundles on S then we denote the restriction of 
A to the fibres of E and E' in s by A(s). A ( S ) is a K-linear map. 
If A1 ,A2 : E -*• E' are two morphisms, then 
A1 = A 2 *» -A^s) = A?(s) for each point s of S. 
2.1.20. Families of pairs of matrices on a variety S. 
Let S € V. A family (of pairs of matrices) on S is a triplet 
(Ε,Α-,Αρ) where E is a vector bundle of rank 2 on S and A 1 and A p 
are endomorphisms : E -»• E. (or a family is a quartet (Ε ,Α.. ,A„,A.,) 
where A^ = -(A^+A„).) (E,A..,Ap) is called an irreducible (semi-
simple) family if for each s € S (E(s) ,Α. (s) ,A^(s)) is irreducible 
(semi-simple). 
Two families (Ε,Α,,,Αρ) and (Ε',Α^,Αό) o n s B : r e called equivalent, 
in symbols 
(E,A
v
k2) -v. (E',A',A¿), 
if they are locally isomorphic i.e. if there exist an open covering 
{и.}.
с т
 of S and for each j € J an isomorphism 
J и 
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such that 
/и. 0 /и. 0 
О J 
for each j € J and each к 6 {1,2}. 
clCEjA.-jAp) denotes the equivalence class of a family (E,A..,Ap). 
clCEjA.-.A,,) is called an irreducible (semi-simple) class on S if 
(Ε,Α^Αρ) is an irreducible family. 
For each S £ V let F (S) be the set of classes (of families) on S. 
m 
If f : S -»• S' is a morphism then f induces a map 
F (f) : F (S') • F (S) (take pull-backs). 
m m ш 
F is a contravariant functor from V to the cateRory Ens of sets. 
Similarly one defines subfunctors F , F _ and F of F . 
* s sO m 
If Χ = cl(E,A..,A2) is an element of F (s) and s is a point of S 
then we denote cl(E(s) ,Α.. (s),A2(s)) in F(s) by X(s). 
Let ρ be an element of V consisting of only one point. Then we have 
a canonical bijection 
F J p ) — - P™ 
m m 
and we shall often identify F (ρ) with Ρ . 
m m 
Let (E,A..,Ар) be a family on S. Since E is locally trivial we can 
define the notions of Tr A^ and Det A, (k=1,2,3). We write a» = Tr 
and b. = Det A. . a. and b. are regular functions on S. 
Now let (Ε,Α.,Αρ) and (Ε',Αί,ΑΙ) be two equivalent families on S. 
Then Tr A/ = Tr A. and Det AJ = Det A^ .. We define 
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ak(cl(E,A1,A2)) = Tr А ^ Ък(сі(Е,А1,A2)) = Det Ak(k=1,2,3) 
and if there is no danger of confusion here again we shall write 
simply a. and Ъ. . We define c, = a. - hb. and similarly to 2.1.12. 
we define t, . and r for families on S and classes of families on S. kj 
c. , t, . and г are regular functions on S. 
л KJ 
2.1.21. Coarse moduli spaces and fine moduli spaces. 
For S.S* e V let 
h
s
,(S) = Hom (S,Ξ') 
be the set of morphisms from S into S'. 
Let N,S,S' € V and let f : S -»· S' Ъе a morphism. Then f induces a 
map 
hjjCf) : y s ' ) — y s). 
For each N € V \ , is a contravariant functor V ->• Ens. Let N,L € V 
and let f : N ->• L Ъе a morphism. Then for each S £ V f induces a 
map 
hf(s) : hjjiS) • hL(s) 
so f induces a morphism of functors 
h f : h—'• v 
We fix an object ρ of V consisting of only one point. Let G Ъе a 
contravariant functor V—»· Ens. 
As in [3] pages 3 and k we define: 
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A coarse moduli space for G is a pair 
(Ν, Φ) 
where N € V and Φ is a morphism of functors 
Φ : G — ^ 
such that 
A) Φ(ρ) : G(p) • tU-Cp) is a hijection 
B) for each L С V and each morphism of functors 
Ψ : G — ^ 
there exists a unique morphism f : N — • L such that the diagram 
is commutative. 
A fine moduli space for G is a pair 
(Ν, Φ) 
where N € V and Φ is an isomorphism of functors 
G + V 
Remark 1. A fine moduli space for G is also a coarse moduli space 
for G. For the morphism f : N -»· L take f » (ψ(Ν)φ(Ν)~1 )( 1 ) where 
1 N is the identity map N -»• N (Then Ψ = h Φ, с.f.lemma 2.1.22.). 
Remark 2. There exists, up to isomorphism, at most one coarse (or 
fine) moduli space for G, that is: If (Ν,φ) and (Б,?) are coarse 
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moduli spaces for G then there exists an isomorphism f : N -•• L such 
that Ψ = h-Φ. This is a formal consequence of the definitions. 
Remark 3. From remarks 1 and 2 it follows immediately that if a 
fine moduli space for G exists, then each coarse moduli space for 
G is also a fine moduli space for G. 
Remark h. If q and S are elements of V and q consists of only one 
point then one has a canonical bijection 
h
s
(q) ».S . 
We identify h„(q) and S. Moreover if g : S •*• S' is a morphism then 
instead of 
hg(q) : hs(q) * h s l(q) 
we shall mostly write 
g : S >• S ' . 
For example if (Ν,φ) is a coarse moduli space for G and V : G •»• h. 
is a morphism of functors then we have a commutative diagram 
G(q) 
V(q) 
We simply write 
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Remark 5· The special choice of ρ in the definition of a coarse 
moduli space is not essential. If q is another element of V consisting 
of only one point then one has an isomorphism g : q •* ρ and this 
yields a commutative diagram 
G(p). 
G(g) 
s$(p) 
G(q)-^ 9(q) 
where G(g) is a bijection. So Φ(ρ) is a bijection if and only if 
*(q) is a bijection. 
Remark 6. Let q Ъе an element of V consisting of only one point. Then 
in the definition of a coarse moduli space the condition 
Ψ = h f Φ 
is equivalent to the condition 
fCq) = f *(q) 
Proof: Suppose that the diagram 
«(q) 
• N 
(c.f. Remark h). 
is commutative. We have to prove for an arbitrary element S of V 
the conmmtativity of the diagram 
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G(8) 
Let Y € OÍS), О = í(S)Y and 8 = Ψ(3)Υ. We have to prove that 
0 = f ο α. Now В = f ο α if and only if ß(s) = ί(α(ε)) for each 
point s of S, so it is sufficient to prove for an arbitrary point 
s of S the connnutativity of the diagram 
The isomorphism g : s -•• q. yields an isomorphism G(g) : G(q)-
Coneider the diagram 
G(s). 
G(g) 
G(s) 
Vis) 
The diagrams 
G(q). -N G(q)- •N G(q)4 
0(B) G(s)- -»L 
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are all commutative. So 
G(S) 
is also commutative. 
Remark 7. From remark 6 we get that V = Ь.Ф if and only if for the 
morphism f : N ->• L we have the equality f = ψ(ρ)φ(ρ) . So in the 
definition of a coarse moduli space the condition that f should he 
unique may he omitted. 
2.1.22. Lemma. 
Let G : V -»• Ens he a contravariant functor and let there he given an ohject 
N € V and a functor morphism Φ : G •* ì\,. If 
i) Φ(ρ) : G(p) -»• hjjíp) is an injection, 
ii) there exist an open covering {N }
 с т
 of N by objects of V, and 
for each α € J an element X of OCH ) such that Φ(Ν )(X ) = i the 
a α α α α 
inclusion morphism Ν -*• Ν, 
then (Ν,Φ) is a coarse moduli space for G. 
Proof: First we show that φ(ρ) is a surjection. Let σ € Hom(p,N). 
Then σ(ρ) € N for some α and σ may he seen as an element of 
Hom(p,N ). We have a commutative diagram 
X € G(N ) -
a a 
0(σ) 
G(p)-
*(N ) 
• Ы 
*h¡,(p) Э σ . 
Tl* 
σ = hjjCaMN )(Χ ) = φ(ρ)(θ(σ)Χ ). So φ(ρ) is a surjection. 
Now let ψ : G -»· h. Ъе a morphism of functors. We must show that 
there exists f € Hom (N,L) such that Ψ = h.*. The diagram 
*(p) 
G(p). 
-» N 
f(p) 
must he commutative. So we have no choice and we must take 
f = ψ(ρ)φ(ρ)~ . We only need to show that this f is a morphism 
(c.f. Remark 6 in 2.1.21.). For each о € J let 
ψ(Ν )(X ) = f € Hom(N ,L). 
It suffices to show that for each a f o i = f . Let η € Ν . The 
α α α 
injection η • Ν yields a map G(N ) —>• G(n). Let X (n) denote the 
α α α 
image of X in G(n) under this map. The diagram 
X (n) € G(n): 
OL 
Φ(η) 
f(n) 
-•Ν Э i (η) 
'L Э f (η) 
is also commutative (cf. the proof of Remark 6 in 2.1.21.). So 
f (η) = f i (η). 
α οι 
Remark. If (Ν,φ) is a coarse moduli space for G then ii) in the 
lemma not necessarily holds, (cf. Theorem 2.3.2. and Proposition 
2.3.6.) 
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2.2. Proposition. 
There exists neither a coarse nor a fine moduli space for the 
functor F . 
m 
Proof: We only need to shov that there does not exist a coarse moduli 
space for F (2.1.21. Remark 1). Let N € V and let 
m 
*
 : Fm-> h 
Ъе a morphism of functors. We prove that 
Ф(р) : F
m
(p) • N 
is not injective (Here we identify ^ (р) and N). In fact we show that 
for each X = cl(A, ,A0) € Ρ = F (ρ) such that сі(А..,А0) is not closed 1 d m m 1 2 
α 
in A , there exists X' 6 F (ρ), Χ' Φ Χ, such that 
ΦίρΜΧ') = Φ(ρ)(Χ). 
Let Χ = cl(A1,A2) € F (ρ) Ъе such that cl(A..,A2) is not closed. Then 
»21 μ 
'
α11 λ 
Χ = cl 
'12 22 i 
for some α^ ,α12,λ,α21 ,ο22,μ € Κ, λ Φ 0 or μ Φ 0. Let 
/ α21 0 \ /"и 0 \ 
Χ' = cl 
\ '12 / \ 0 α22/ 
Then Χ' ? Χ because Χ is not diagonalizable (с.f .2.1.11. ). Let S = Α. 
2 
and let ζ Ъе a co-ordinate function on S. Let Б = Ö . We define endo-
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morphisms Αϊ ,ΑΙ '• E *• Ε "by 
A! 
/«Ι! ζ λ \ 
\ 0 "12 / 
Α' = 
'
 Α 2 
/ β21 ζμ 
Λ22 
where "»ι ι »"ιρ'^'01?!'α22' μ ^1"6 a S t e f o r e · Le't Y = clfE.A^.A^e F
m
( s)· 
We denote Φ(3)(Υ) € Hom(S,N) by ψ. 
Now let SjS' Ъе points of S such that z(s) ? 0, zis') φ 0. The iso­
morphism g : s -> s' yields a commutative diagram 
F (g) ( Y C S 1 ) ) = Y(s). So ψίε') = ф(з). Hence the morphism ψ is 
constant on S. 
Now let 3., s1 Ъе the points of S such that ζ(εη) = 0 and z(s..) = 1. 
Then 
Φ(ρ)(Χ·) = Φ ( Β 0 ) ( Υ ( Β 0 ) ) = •(в0) - *(в1) = Φ(51)(Υ(31))=Φ(ρ)(Χ 
Since Χ' Φ Χ we see that Φ(ρ) is not injective. This concludes the 
proof of proposition 2.2.. 
From now on we shall only consider pairs (A^Ap) such that cl(A1,Α«) 
о 
is closed in A , i.e. (A..,Ap) is semi-simple (irreducible). 
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2.3. A coarse moduli space for the functor F. 
2.3.1. If (Ε,Α,.,Αρ) is an irreducible family on S € V then the in-
variants a1 ,c.. ,a2,c_,a.,,c, of (Ε,Α^Αρ) are regular functions on 
S and r(s) φ 0 for each s € S. For each S € V we define a map 
4>(S) : F(S) >- h^is) 
Ъу: ф(5)(сі(Е,А1,A_)) is the morphism 
S ν M 
s» » (a1(s),c1(s),a2(s),c2(s),a_(s),c3(s)). 
We get a morphism of functors 
*
 : F
 "»Ή · 
2.3.2. Theorem. 
( Μ , Φ ) i s a coarse moduli space for t h e functor F. 
2 . 3 . 3 . For t h e proof we have t o show: 
A) Φ(ρ) : F(p) • 1 [(р) i s a b i j e c t i o n 
B) For each L € V and each morphism of functors 
Ψ : F * lu 
there exists a morphism f : M •* L such that 
* = h f* . 
In 2.3.1*. we shall give the proof of the theorem for the complex 
analytic case. The more difficult proof of the theorem for the alge-
7Θ 
Ъгаіс case will Ъе given in 2.3.5. till 2.3.11.. 
2.3.'t. Proof of theorem 2.3.2. for the complex analytic case. 
A) is an immediate consequence of lemma 2.1.18. : 
We have a commutative diagram 
Hence ф(р) is a bijection. 
For the proof of B) it is sufficient to show that for each point 
m of M there exist an open neighbourhood U of m in M and an X £ F(U) 
such that the invariants of X are the co-ordinate functions on U 
(c.f. lemma 2.1.22.). Let m. be a point of M. Then m. € M. for some 
j € {1,2,3} (c.f.2.1.15.)· г(тл) ^  0 so there exist an open neigh-
bourhood U of m
n
 in M. and g € r(U,ö) such that g = r on U. We 
write /r instead of g. 
We define X = cl(E.,Α..,Αρ.,Α, .) € F(U) in the following way: 
For E. we take the trivial bundle 0... With respect to the naturaJ 
basis of E. we can write Α.-,Αρ.,Α-. as 2x2-matrices. We take 
t. .-е. ./г \ kj kj \ 
* * - » 
t. .+ε. Vr kj kj 
(k=1,2,3) 
T9 
(с.f.2.1.12. and 2.1.15.). For example for j = 1 ve have 
(A11,A21,A31) = 2 
and a direct computation shovs that this triplet has the desired 
invariants (x1,z1,x2,z2,x3,z ). 
2.3.5. In the rest of this section we give the proof of theorem 
2.3.2. for the algetiraic case. 
A) is again an immediate consequence of lemma 2.1.18. Înit the proof 
of B) is more difficult because of the folioving: 
2.3.6. Proposition. 
There is no open part U φ 0 of M for which there exists an X € F(U) 
such that the invariants of X are the co-ordinate functions on U. 
Proof: Suppose that there exist a non-void open part U of M and an 
X = clCE.A-.Ap) in F(U) such that the invariants of X are the 
co-ordinate functions on U. U and M1 are non-void open parts of the 
hyperplane M , so U Π Μ.. Φ 0. Shrinking U if necessary we may suppose: 
2 
U с M1 and E is the trivial hundle 0 . 
2 
The matrices of Α.,Αρ,Α- with respect to the natural tasis of 0 
are denoted Ъу Α.,Αρ,Α^ again. Let 
A1 -
a11 a12l 
\a21 a22/ 
» Α/η 
Ъ11 Ъ12' 
|Ъ21 Ъ22| 
(а..,Ъ.. €Г(и,0)). 
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Now let m £ U and let Л € M(2,r(U,0)) Ъе the matrix 
Чі
 λ12 / λ . , λ, 
Λ = 
λ 2 1 λ 2 2 
where λ and λ 2 2 £ r(U,Ö) w i l l Ъе chosen conveniently and ^ 1 1 , X 2 1 
are defined by 
λ 11 = ^аіГа22^12 + 2 a 1 2 X 2 2 
λ 21 = 2 a 2 1 X 1 2 ~ ^ а і Г а 2 2 ^ Х 2 2 · 
Then Det Λ = 2( (a 1 •\-&22^X]2X22 + a 12 X 22 ~ a 21 X 12^· 
We have ^ a i i ~ a 2 2 ^ 2 + ^¿^гО^ = Ζ1^ * 0 ' 
Hence ( a ^ - a ^ î d n ) φ 0, a ^ U ) φ 0 or a 2 1(m) Φ 0. 
So we can choose λ,- and λ__ in such a way that Det(A)(m) φ 0. 
Shrinking U still more we may suppose that Det(A) Φ 0 everywhere 
on U. Now on U we have 
Л"
1
 A1 Л = -1 
1 \ 
X 1 / 
We may replace (A^Ap) by (Λ- Α,.Λ,Λ- Α_Λ), so we may assume that 
/ x 1 1 \ / x2+u ν \ |x 1 
\ I1' 1/ \ w 
,+x2+u 1+v 
Z +W X^Xg-lJ ƒ 
where u,v,w € r(U,ö). We must have 
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2 
(1 ) u + vw = z 2 
(2) u 2 + (і+ )(2і+ ) = Zy 
Substituting (1) in (2) we get 
z» + Z.+ w + vz. = ζ . 
Hence w = 2t21 - vz.. 
Substituting this in (1) again we get 
2 2 
u + 2t21v - ν z1 = z2. 
So z 2 v 2 - 2 2 1 ^ 2 1 + t
2
2 1 = t ^ - г і 2 2 + 2 і и
2
. 
2 2 
Hence ( z . v - t g ^ = г + z..u . 
Consequently there must exist у € Г(и,0) such that 
2 2 
г + ζ u = у on U. 
Let's denote the restrictions of the regular functions χ., ,ζ. ,χ^,ζ·, 
7 
χ-,ζ. and r on A to M again Ъу χ.,ζ.,x2,z2,x_,z- and г. The 
co-ordinate ring of M may be identified with the polynomial ring 
A = K[x1,x„,z1,Ζρ,ζ,]. Note that r is irreducible in A. U is an 
open non-void part of the irreducible variety M , so r(U,0) is a 
subring of the field of fractions of A. Hence there are f,g,p,q € A, 
g Φ 0, q φ 0, such that u = —, у = ^ . We have 
2/ 2 2« 2,2 g (q r-p ) = - z ^ f on U. 
U is dense in Μ , so 
в 
2/ 2 2. 2,2 . , 
g (q r-p ) = -z.jq f in A. 
2 2 . . . 
Suppose f = 0. Then q r = ρ which is obviously impossible. Conse-
2 2 2 
quently f ^  0. g (q r-p ) must be a polynomial of odd degree in 
x1,x_,z1,z_,z_, whence ρ ^  0. Let 
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ρ = p 0 + p1 +...+ p n 
where the p. are homogeneous polynomials of degree i in χ-,χ^ ,ζ.., 
ζ-,ζ.; ρ ?* 0. Similarly let 
q= q0 + 4, +·.·+ V 
2 2 2 g (<i r-p ) must be a polynomial of odd degree. So η = m+1 and 
2 2 . . . 
α r = ρ which again is impossible. 
This concludes the proof of proposition 2.3.6.. 
Now we start with the proof of B) in 2.3.3. for the algebraic case. 
2.3.7. Lemma. 
Let Ψ : F—»Ц. be a morphism of functors and let 
X » cl(E,A1,A2,A ) € FtM') be such that 
ФСМ'КХ) = q € Hom(M',M). 
(q : M' •* M is defined in 2.1.15..) 
Then there exists a unique f € HomÍM.L) such that f = Ь„Ф. 
The proof of this lemma will be given in 2.3.8. and 2.3.9.. 
2.3.Θ. (c.f. the second half of 2.1.22.) We only can take 
f * чЧрЖр) and we must show that this f is a morphism. Let's 
denote чЧМ' )(X) e HomÍM' ,L) by f'. Then f о q = f'. This can be 
proved in a way similar to the proof in 2.1.22. that f o i = f . 
α a 
Now it suffices to show that there exists a morphism g : M -*• L 
such that g о q = f'. Then f = g because q is a surjection, hence 
f is a morphism. 
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2.3.9· There exists a morphism g : M -»• L such that go q = f ' . 
Proof: First we shov that the morphism q : M' -*• M is an open mapping. 
Let h' £ ΓίΜ',Ο«,), let U' be the complement in M' of Vih') and let 
s 
W Ъе the complement in II of qiU')· We show that W is closed in M . 
h' = h1 + h2x for some h1,h2 € T{HS,OM ) (x = /r; c.f.2.1.15.). Let 
s 
т б М and let m',m' £ M' Ъе such that q(m') = q(m£) = m. If r(m) φ 0 
take m' ^  m'. We have 
mew •» m'ÍU'Am^U' •• (ii^+h2x)(m\) = (h^hgxJdnp = 0. 
x(m·) = -x(m¿). So 
mew*» (h.j+hgxKm·) = (h1-h2x)(m') = O ^ h ^ m ' ) = h2x(m^ ) = 0. 
Hence 
теЖ** h^m) = h2r(m) = 0. 
From this we get V = Vdi.) Π V(h2r), so К is closed in M . 
Let m he a point of M. It suffices to define the morphism g in a 
neighbourhood U of m. Let m' ε M' be such that qim') = m, 1 = f'Cm') 
and V an affine open neighbourhood of 1 in L. q(f|- V) is an open sub­
set of M containing m. We choose an affine open neighbourhood U of 
m contained in qCf'V) and we take U' = q~1(U). Then f'dJ') <= V. 
We define a morphism g : и •*• V such that the diagram 
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is commutative. Let В Ъе the co-ordinate ring of U. Then B[x] is the 
co-ordinate ring of U' and the injection В ·*• B[x] corresponds to the 
morphism q : U* -»• U. Let (f1)*: Г( ,0 ) •*• B[x] Ъе the homomorphism 
corresponding to the morphism f ' : U' -»• V. We are ready if we prove 
that Im(f ' )* с B. Then we can define g : U ->· V as the morphism cor­
responding to the homomorphism (f ' )* : Г( ,0 ) •* В. Let γ € Г(У,О
у
). 
Then (Γι)*(γ) € B[x], whence 
(f,)*(Y) = ъ1 + ъ2х 
for some Ъ1,Ъ? € В. If η is a point of U and n!,n' are two different 
points of U' such that q(n') = q(n') = n, then 
f(n·) = f(n) = f(n¿), so 
(b^bgxJin·) = (b.j+bgxKnp. 
But x(n') = -x(n') # 0, so b2(n) = ЪрСп') = 0. Hence b 2 = 0 in В and 
therefore (Γι)*(γ) £ В. 
Remark. The existence of a morphism g : M -• L such that g о q = f ' 
also follows from generalities on quotients of affine varieties by-
reductive algebraic groups. Let σ M' •+ M' be the automorphism induced 
by the automorphism of rings 
г(м;о
м
,) — • г(м;о
м
,) 
χ|-
and let G be the group of automorphisms of M' consisting of 1 , and σ. 
Then (M,q) is a quotient of M' by G (c.f.[l»] Chap 1,52). Hence g 
exists. 
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2.3.10. Remark. It's not difficult to prove that for the existence 
of a morphism f : M •* L such that Ψ = Ь.Ф, it's also sufficient that 
there exist an open covering {M } _ of M Ъу objects of V and for each 
α € J an element X £ F(q~1M ) such that Ф(д~1М )(X ) = q, . (c.f.2.3.U 
α α α α
 V (M ) 
and 2.1.22.). Hovever in 2.6. ve shall indeed need an X e F(M')asuch that 
ФСМ'Кх) = q and in order to save labour we shall construct such an X now 
already. 
2.3.11. For each j e {1,2,3} we define a family (E. ,A1.,A„.,Α,.) on 
M'. by 
J 
J MÏ 
J 
Vi 
V 
кл k.i 
t. . + е. ./г 
(к=1,2,3) 
(с.f.2.1.12.,2.1.15. and 2.3.M. 
For each m,j = 1,2,3 we define isomorphisms 
mj М'ПМ'. 
m о 
О
2 
М'ПМ'. 
m о 
by 
Τ . 
\ 
t —ε ./г 
mo mo 
We have (c.f.2.1.12. and 2.1.15.) 
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( t .-ε гМ .+e -/г) = ζ ζ . m,j e {1,2,3} 
mj mj mj mj m j 
t . . - e . V r = ζ . j e { 1 , 2 , 3 } . 
JJ JJ J 
ζ ζ . 4 Ο everywhere on Μ' Π Mi, so Τ . i s indeed an isomorphism. 
m j r 3 m j ' m j 
Moreover T. . = 1,,.. JJ Mj 
For {j,k,m} = {1,2,3} one has 
t . + t, = -z 
mj km m 
e
mj ejm - ε1αη 
-
eKj 
So i f {j,k,m} = {1,2,3} then 
(t , -ε. / r ) ( t —ε V r ) = km km mj mj 
Km Km m Km Кш 
= -ζ ( t , -ε, /г) - ζ, ζ = ζ ( - z . - t . +ε, /τ) 
m k m k m k m m k km Im 
= ζ (t . - ε . ./г). 
m kj kj 
Hence 
(t , -e. » / r)(t .-ε V r ) = ζ ( t . .-ε. ./r)x 
km km mj mj m kj kj 
This formula a l s o holds i f j ,k ,m are not a l l d i f f e r e n t . 
From t h i s we get 
( 1 ) Τ. Τ . = Τ, . on Μ/ Π Μ' Π M'. k , m , j € { 1 , 2 , 3 } 
km mj k j к m j ' 0 
(2) T~!A. Τ . = A. . on M' Л M'. k,m,j € {1,2,3} . 
mj Tm mj Tcj m J 
Because of ( i ) t he r e e x i s t a vec tor bundle E on M' and for each 
j € {1,2,3} an isomorphism 
•j : E/MÏ — - %\ 
J и 
such that for each j,m 6 {1,2,3} 
Τ . = φ φΤ
1
 on Μ' Π M! . 
mj TmTj m j 
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For each j,k,m € {1,2,3} one has: 
A. . = T-1.A, Τ . = φ.φ~1Α, φ φΤ on Μ' Π M'.. 
S o
 *j \j*j = ф т ^ n on M; Π Mj. 
Now for each к € {1,2,3} we define a morphism 
by A. Фч ^ (j-1,2,3). 
/M1 
J 
Let X = cl(E,A 1,A 2,A 3) e ГСМ')· 
For each к € {1,2,3} we have a. = x. and c, = z. (cf.the end of 
2.1.20.), hence 
Ф(МІ)(Х) = q € Hom(M',M). 
This terminates the proof of theorem 2.3.2. for the algehraic case. 
2.3.12. 
Remark 1. There does not exist a vector bundle E1 on M such that the 
vector bundle E of 2.3.11. is isomorphic to q*(E1) = 0 M I вл E.. 
2 M 
(Hence E is not isomorphic to ÖM,.) This can he seen as follows: Let 
σ : M' •*• M' be the automorphism induced by the automorphism of rings 
Γ(Μ·,0
Μ Ι
) >г(м',0
м
,) 
/r I » -/г 
For each j € {1,2,3} let A. = Г(М.,0 ) and В. = Г(М!,0 , ) . Suppose 
that E « q.'ME.) for some vector bundle E. on M. Then there exists an 
isomorphism Ζ : E •*• E above σ : M' -*· M' such that Σ =• 1 F (Take the 
isomorphism induced by σ ) . This yields for each j £ {1,2,3} a 
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Σ. € GL(2SB.) such that 
J υ 
1) Ε.(ση)Σ.(η) - 1 € GL(2,K) (η € Ml) 
J J <J 
2) Τ .(ση)Σ.(η) = Σ (n)T .(η) (η e М'П M!) 
mj j ш mj m J 
where Τ . із the matrix defined in 2.3.11., 
mj 
Let f. = Det Σ. e В.. There exist h.-.h.» € A. such that 
0 J J j ' j^ J 
f. = h., + h.„/r. We have 
1 ) 1 1
Л - ^ 2 Г = 1 е А о 
2) (t .+e ./r)f. = f (t —ε ./г) on Μ' П M!. 
mj mj j m ny mj m J 
We shall show that h.. • + 1 and h.« = 0: The co-ordinate ring of M 
may be identified with the polynomial ring A = K[x ,Χρ,ζ-,Ζρ,ζ ] 
(cf. the end of 2.3.6. ). There exist g.jg« £ A and integers m >_ 0, 
η >_ 0 such that 
β1 ^ g2 
. b, 11 m η * 12 m η 
Γ Ζ1 r Ζ1 
If m > 0 (η > θ) then we may assume that g- and g- are not both divi­
sible by r (z.) in A. We have 
2 2 2m 2n . . g1 - g2r = r z1 in A. 
If m > 0 then it follows from the irreducibility of г in A that g. and 
gp are both divisible by r. So m • 0. A may be identified with the 
polynomial ring B[z2]where В is the polynomial ring К[х.,х-,г.,Ь„]. 
2 2 2 Suppose gp ^  0. Then g2r = g2(t21-z2z1) is a polynomial of odd degree 
in B[zp] whereas g. - z. has even degree. Hence gp = 0. So h,- = 0 
and h-. ж + 1 in A1. 
Θ9 
Similarly one shows that for each j € {1,2,3} h.p = 0 and h.- = + 1 
in Α.. Hence f. = + 1. But then we get from 2) 
J J 
t . + e ./г = +(t .-ε ./r) on Μ' П M'. 
mj mj — mj mj m j 
for ail m,j С {1,2,3), which is not true. 
Remark 2. The formula for Τ . shows that E is isomorphic to 0.,, 9 L 
mj r M' 
where L is a line bundle on M'. 
Remark 3» We can construct the element X € F(M') of 2.3.11. simpler 
as follows. Let 
u; = {m· e M'I ( t 2 1 + / r ) ( m ' ) * 0} 
U¿ - {m' e M'l ( t ^ - M d n ' ) φ 0} 
Then M' = U' U U¿. For each j e {1,2} we def ine a family ( Ε . , Α ^ , Α ^ ) 
on U'. Ъу 
J 
( Α ^ , Α ^ ) 
, x 1 1 \ 
Z 1 X 1 / 
, i 
t-Ят 
21 r 
/ / X 1 Z 1 \ / : 
(A 1 2 ,A 2 2 ) 
1 x, 
, Î 
Z2 
4Pr 
t 2 1 - / r \ 
We def ine an isomorphism 
Τ · 0 
12 ^U'nu^ - Vu? 
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by 
1 о 
τ 
12 Ο ζ1 
On U! Π U' we have T~ Ρ^.Ύ.2 = &.„ (k=1,2), hence these data can Ъе 
patched together to a family (Ε,Α,,,Α-) on M'. E is isomorphic to 
0,,. Φ L where L is a line bundle on M'. (E,A. ,A„) is locally isomor-
M τ ¿ 
phic to the family (Ε,Α,,,Α^  of 2.3.11. (c.f .2.1.20. ). So 
clCEjA-.A^ = X. The family (Ε,Α. ,Αρ) of 2.3.11. however has the 
advantage that one sees how to extend it to a family on M'Ccf .2.1* .2. 
in contrast to the family (E,A1,A_) ahove. 
2.1*. A coarse moduli space for the functor F _. 
sO 
2.1*. 1. Remark. We are not ahle to show the existence of a coarse 
moduli space for the functor F . We have a morphism of functors 
*s
 : F
s >\ 
s 
(с.f.2.3.1.) suchthat 
•„(Ρ) : F
s
(p) — h^ (ρ) 
s 
is a bijection (lemma 2.1.17.), but we cannot prove that for each 
morphism of functors 
Τ : F 
~ \ 
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there exists a morphism f : M • L such that 
Y = h f V 
2.U.2. Theorem. 
(M
 Л
,Ф
 л
) is a coarse modiUi space for the functor F
 A. so su su 
Here the definition of Φ . : F _ >• К. is analogous to the 
sO 
definition of Φ : F — • h^ in 2.3.1.. 
The proof of this theorem is nearly the same as the proof of theorem 
2.3.2. for the algebraic case: 
From lemma 2.1.18. we get that Φ
 n
(p) is a Mjection. 
We define an element X • clCEjA.,A2,A_) £ F 0(M'n) such that 
* s o
( M ,
s o
) ( x )
 = ι
 e Н о и( м;о' МвО ) 
by the same formulas as in 2.3.11.; we only replace M'. by M' . (j=1,2,3). 
J sj 
We must show that if m1 is a point of M'. such that rdn') = 0 then 
sj 
(A1.(m'),A2.(m
,),A-.(m')) is diagonalizable. Let 
1 1 
VzAm') -Kz.(m')j 
J J 
where /z.(m') is one of the roots of z.Cm') in K. Then T - A. .(m^T 
has diagonal form for each к = 1,2,3. 
Now let Ψ : F
 0 — • h. be a morphism of functors and let 
ЧЧМ* )(X) = f' e Hom(M'0,L). There exists a unique map of sets 
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f : M • L such that f o q = f' and we must proof that f i s a 
morphism (с.f.2.3.8.). The proof for the algebraic case is analogous 
to 2.3.9··Now let's consider the complex analytic case. We show that 
f is holomorphic on M
 1 (Similarly one shows that f is holomorphic 
on M „ and M _ ) . 
s¿ si 
( χ . , Χ ρ , ζ . , ζ . , ζ . ) i s a co-ordinate system on M . . 
21 = Η - ζ 1 - ζ 2 + ζ 3 ) , ζ 3 = 2 t 2 l + z 1 + z 2 . 
So ( x - , X p , z 1 , Z p , t p 1 ) i s a l so a co-ordinate system on M 1 . 
г = t 2 1 - z 1 z 2 , z 2 = 
21 
on M 4 * 
S J 
Hence (x.,Xp,z1,tp1,r) is a co-ordinate system on M .. Similarly 
(χ-,Χρ,ζ..tp.,x) is a co-ordinate system on M ' . With respect to 
these co-ordinate systems on M'
 1 and M . the map q : M' — • M 
is given by 
si 
(d1,d2,d3,dl4,d5) | • (d1,d2,d3,d¡t,d5). 
Now it follows from the nejct lemma that f is holomorphic on M
 1 : 
2.U.3. Lemma. 
Let W be an open subset of C, W' = {d £ c|d € W}, ρ : W' + W the 
2 
mapping defined by p(d) = d . If g' : W' •+ С is a holomorphic map 
such that g'Cd) = g'(-d) for all d € W* then there exists a unique 
map g : W ·*· С such that the diagram 
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is commutative. g(c) = g'C^c) for all с € W and g is a holomorphic 
map. 
The proof of this lemma is left to the reader. 
2.U.U. Let H0 Ъе the complement in H of VÍz^ П V(z2) П Viz,) 
(c.f.2.1.15.). The formulas of 2.3.11. define in fact a vector bundle 
provided with three endomorphisms on H- and H. may be seen as a 
classifying space for objects (Α.,Αρ,Α^ .) where A..,Ap,A_ € Ы{2,К), 
к. + Ар + A, = λΙ? (ХСК) and (Α.,Αρ,Α^ .) is semi-simple. 
2.5- Hew families of pairs of matrices. 
2.5.1. From theorem 2.3.2. and remark 3 in 2.1.21. it follows that 
if a fine moduli space for the functor F exists then (Μ,Φ) itself 
is a fine moduli space for F. If (Μ,Φ) is a fine moduli space for 
F then the map 
Ф(М) : F(M) • Hom(M,M) 
is a surjection. So there exists an X = οΐΐΕ,Α.. ,Αρ,Α-) e PCM) such 
that 
Ф(М)(Х) = 1 M € Hom(M,M) . 
(Conversely the existence of such an X is sufficient for (Μ,Φ) to 
be a fine moduli space (c.f.2.6.1.).) In the complex analytic case 
such an X exists perhaps but in the algebraic case certainly not 
(c.f. Prop.2.3.6.). 
9h 
In 2.5.2. we shall define two new functors F' and F', closely rela­
ted to F and F
 n
, respectively. In 2.6. we shall construct a fine 
moduli space for F' and in 2.7. we shall prove that there doesn't 
exist a fine moduli space for F'. 
2.5.2. A new family of pairs of matrices on a variety S is a quartet 
(EjA-.A-.g) where (Ε,Α,.,Α-) is a family on S as defined in the first 
lines of 2.1.20., and g is an element of r(S,ö ) such that 
r(E,A1,A2) = g . 
Two such families (EjA^Ap.g) and (E1 ,AI ,A'jg') on S are called 
equivalent, in symbols 
(E.A^A^g) ~ (E'.A^.A^g') 
if (E,A1,A2) ~ (E;A^,A¿) in the sense of 2.1.20. and g = g'. 
For each S € V let F'Cs) denote the set of classes of new families 
m 
on S. F' is a contravariant functor: V -»• Ens. In an ohvious way we 
m 
define two suhfunctors F' and F' of F'. 
sO m 
2.5.3. For each S € V we define a map 
«'(S): F M S ) ^Hom(S,M·) 
Ъу: Φ' (s)(cl(E,A.. ,A2,g)) is the morphism 
S >• M' 
si • (a1(s),c1(s),a2(s),e2(s),a-(s),c-(s),g(B)). 
(с.f .2.3.1. ). We get a morphism of functors Φ' : F'—»• \¡, · Similarly 
we define a morphism of functors Φ'. : F'—• 11., 
sO 
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2.6. A fine moduli space for the functor F'. 
2.6.1. Theorem. 
(Μ',Φ') is a fine moduli space for the functor F'. 
Proof: Let /г Ъе the regular function on M' defined in 2.1.15·, 
(E,A1,A2) the family of 2.3.11. and X = cl(£,A1,A2,/r) £ F'CM')· 
Then 
«'(M'KX) = 1 e HomCM'.M'). 
Nov let S e V and h E HomíS.M1). h induces a map 
F'di) : F'ÍM') • F'ÍS) 
and *l(S)(Fl(h)(X)) = h. So Ф'СЗ) is a surjection. It remains to 
show that Φ'(s) is an injection for each S € V. Suppose that 
cl(E,A1,A2,g) and clíE',A»,A' ¿) have the same image in Hom(S,MI) 
under the map ^(s). Then g' = g. Moreover (Ε,Α,,,Α^ and (EJA^,A¿) 
have the same invariants. We call them a.,c. (j=1,2,3) and we 
J J 
define the regular functions t . and r on S in the usual way. Then 
mj 
ρ 
g = r. Instead of g we write /r. 
For i = 1,2,3 let S. = {s € s|c.(s) φ 0}. r(s) ? 0 for each s € S, 
J J 
so 
S - s1 U s2 U S-. 
Let s0 € S. We are ready when we have proved that there exists an 
open neighbourhood U of SQ such that (E,A1,A2) and (Е'.А'.АД) are 
isomorphic on U. In order to simplify notations we assume s. € S.. 
(For s. € S2, s» € S, one proceeds in a similar way.) We start by 
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taking U = S 1 but we shrink U without mentioning any time we need. 
We may assume that Б and E' are both trivial on U. Then A1 and A-
may Ъе viewed as matrices with coefficients in Γ(υ,Ο
ς
). It suffices 
to construct an element Τ € GL(2,r(U,0 )) such that 
(Τ ΊΑ.1Τ,Τ~
1
Α2Τ) 
a1 1 
c1 a t 2 1 + /r 
t21-/r· 
We may assume that 
/ / ai 
(A1,A2) 
c1 a1 
a2+u V
 \ 
w a„-u 
'2- U/ 
where τι,ν,ν are elements of r(U,ö0) (с.f .2.3.6. ) · 
ь 
Let Τ € M (2,r(U,0s)). One easily proves: 
Τ is invertitile in a neighbourhood of s. and T~ A..T = A 1 *» 
Τ = 
с ^ λ 
and (X2-c1v
2)(s0) 4 0. 
Let's first suppose u = 0 in r(U,Ö0). In 2.3.6. we had 
2 2 2 
(z.v-tp.) = r + z.u . So here we have (c-v-t,..) = r. Hence 
(c1v-t21-/r)(c1v-t21+/r) = 0 
Define 
u, = is e и I (с^^ 2 1 -/г)(з) Φ о} 
u 2 = {s e и I (с^ 2 1+/г)( а) 5* о}. 
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Then c v = t . . - \/r on U. and c.v = tp.. + / r on Up. 
ν = 2 t 2 1 - c ^ ( c . f . 2 . 3 . 6 . ) . Hence 
t 2 1 - / r 
ν = w = - . + / r on U, 
C, ¿1 1 
2 1 + , / г 
ν = ν = t 0 . - / r on U0 
С 21 2 
I f s 0 E U. we are ready. I f s . € U- we take 
0 1 
Τ = 
c i 0 
and then we are done too. 
Now suppose u Φ 0 in Г(и,0 ). It suffices to find λ,у € r(U,ö_) 
b ь 
2 2 
such that (λ -с-μ )(s0) Φ 0 and 
p o ρ ρ 
(*) (λ -C.JU )a2 = ((a2+u)X +(c1v-w)Xy -(ag-ujc^ ). 
For (*) it is necessary that 
2 2 2 
(**) (uX) -(w-c v)uXv + c.u μ = 0 . 
2 2 
We have (civ~'tpi^ = r + cu , w = 2t21 - c..v (c.f .2.k.6. ) , 
2 2 
So (w-^v) = Чг+с.и ) 
ρ 
с ^ = (J(w-c1v)+/r)(i(w-c1v)-/r). 
Hence (**) is equivalent with 
(τιλ - (i(w-c1v)+/r)p)(uX-(Kw-c1v)-/r)u) = 0. 
We d i s t i n g u i s h two cases : 
i ) jiw-CjVÎ-Zr 5* 0 in s . . Then we take 
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и • ι,
 λ
 = 
Then (**) is verified and (*) is verified too. Moreover 
2 2 c / r ,
 n
 . 
λ - c.y = ψ 0 in s.. 
iiv-c^î-Zr 
i i ) l(v-c.v) - / r = 0 in s . . Then Hw-c.v) + / r ?i 0 in s0 and we 
take 
μ = 1 , λ = 
C j U 
This concludes the proof of theorem 2.6.1.. 
2.7· Non-existence of a fine moduli-space for the functor F' . 
sO 
2.7.1. Theorem. 
There does not exist a fine moduli space for the functor F' . 
sO 
Proof: We have a morphism of functors 
*¿0 : F ; o - ^ V n (cf .2.5.3.) 
su 
such that 
•;0(P) : і у ю —
 п
(
ю 
sO 
is a bi jection. The element 
X = cl(E,AvA2,¿T)tT's0(U's0) 
where Ε,Α,.,Α- are as in 2.4.2., is such that 
n o
( M ; o ) ( x ) = I M · e fc^o·"^· 
sO 
So (Μ' ,Φ') is a coarse moduli space for F' (Lemma 2.1.22.)· 
su s и su 
Therefore it is sufficient to prove that (Μ' ,Φ' ) is not a fine 
su su 
moduli space for F' (2.1.21. Remark 3). 
Let S be the affine line /L.. We shall show that the map 
* ; o ( s ) : F ; O ( S ) Hom(S,M' ) 
' sO 
is not an injection. 
Let ζ be a co-ordinate function on S, let s
n
 be the origin of s 
(z(s
n
)=0) and let i € К be such that i = -1. We define a regular 
p 
function χ on S by χ = z(l+5z). Then 1 + 2x = (l+z) .We define two 
elements X = cl(E,A1,A2,g) and X' = clfE
1
,A*.A^.g') of F'QCS) in 
the following way: 
E = E' 
(А1>А2) 
1 1 
-1 1 
-1 1 
J+Sx 
(A',A¿) 
-1 
'xd+x) -(l+x2+ix(l+z)^ 
\ 1+x2-ix(l+z) -x(l+x) 
(Α.. ¡к*) and (AI,A') have the same invariants: 
We define g = g' = χ' 
1, a 2 = 0, a 3 = -1, c1 = -1, c 2 = -1-2x , c 3 
2 
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(Α,,,Α,,) and (Αϊ,A') have the same invariants and g = g', so Φ' (S)(X) 
1 ¿ л ¿. sO 
= Φ' (S)(x')· Suppose í'^ÍS) is an injection. Then X = X', hence 
there exists a neighhourhoodU of s0 such that (Ε,Α^Αρ) and (Ε',Α^,Α^) 
are isomorphic on U (see the definition in 2.1.20.). Let u = x(l+x), 
ν = -d+x +ix(l+z)) and w = 1+x -ix(l + z). There exist λ,μ € r(U,Ös) 
2 2 
such that (λ -с.μ Κ s.) φ 0 and 
2 2 
uX +(ο1ν-ν)λμ + uc.p = 0 
(c.f.(*) in 2.6.). So 
χ(ΐ+χ)λ2 +2ϊχ(ΐ+ζ)λμ-χ(ΐ+χ)μ2= 0 
(ΐ+χ)λ2+2ί(ΐ+ζ)λμ-(ΐ+χ)μ2 = 0 
Hence 
on U. 
on U 
on U. 
(λ2+2ΐλμ-μ2)(30) = 0 
(λ+ΐμ)2(50) = 0. 
2 2 2 2 
But then (λ -σ.μ )(s0) = (-μ +μ its.) = 0. Contradictie 
Remark. (E,A..,A„,g) and (E',A',Ap,g') do indeed represent elements 
of F'
n
(S) because с. 4 0 everywhere on S and in the points vhere 
r = 0 (x = 0) we have 
(A1,A2) = (A',A¿) = i 
-1 
-' A 
> i 
"I 
so (A..,A.) and (A!,AI) are di agonal i ζ able in these points. 
2.T.2. Remark. In a way analogous to 2.7.1. one can prove that 
(Μ -,Φ
 0) is not a fine moduli space for F _, (Ε,Α.,Ар,g) and 
(E',A',A',g') of 2.7.1. should now be replaced by (Ε,Α^Αρ) and 
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(E1,A',A'). (For the algebraic case this also follows from proposi­
tion 2.3.6..) So for F
 n
 too there does not exist a fine moduli space. 
2.Θ. Irreducible and BemÌsimple pairs of invertitile matrices. 
2.8.1. In this section we restrict ourselves to pairs of invertible 
matrices, i.e. elements (Α-,Αρ) of Ρ such that 
1 2 2 b.bp = -г^а.-с. )(a_-c2) φ 0. In a natural way we get subfunctors 
ι \· F1 . F^0 , (F
1)' and <F; 0) 
of 
F
s0 - F' «* F¿0 
7 6 1 
For j = 1,2,3 let y. be the regular function on A = Α χ A 
J 
defined Ъу у. = ¿(χ.-ζ.) (c.f .2.1.15. )· Then ζ. = χ. - Uy.. Let 
(МІ)' = q"V) 
(Ms0) = ^K¿ 
(M1) = q-^M1) 
1Kc 
J 0 J 
M^ = {m € Ms|y1y2(m) i 0} 
Μ
ίθ
=
 ím €
 **ί\*\Ί№+ 0} 
M1 = {m e M|y1y2(m) 4 0} 
Then we have a commutative diagram 
(M1)' С (M^)' С (МЬ' 
M = M „ с M · 
sO s 
In a way analogous to 2.3.-2.6. we can find coarse moduli spaces 
i i ! 
for F and F ι and a fine moduli space for (F ) . For example a 
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coarse moduli space for F is (Μ ,Φ ) where for each S 6 V 
•
 i(S) : Fi(S) »- h .(S) 
M 1 
i s t h e map induced Ъу t h e map 
*(S) : F(S) > hjjfs) 
of 2.3.1. .Similarly to 2.T. 'vie can prove that there does not exist 
a fine moduli space for the functor (F .) . In 2.7. we have 
Ъ 1 = Det A 1 = Det A} = I 
Ъ 2 = Det A 2 = Det A¿ = б(і+2х
2) = ^ (z +ltz3+l4Z2+2). 
Now Ъ. and Ър must Ъе different from zero everywhere on S. Therefore 
h 3 2 
we replace here S of 2.7. Ъу the complement in S of V(z +kz +hz +2). 
2.8.2. It's interesting and useful in the next chapter to consider 
the pairs of invertitile matrices from a different point of view. Let 
(Α.,Α-) Ъе a pair of invertible matrices. In addition to 
A, = -(A..+A,,) we define 
A^ = (A 1A 2) 
Let a
u
 = Tr Ац, Ъц = Det Ац , с^ = а^ - къ^ 
and let <»],ι>βκρ Ъе the eigenvalues of A L . 
We have. 
a 3 = - ( a 1 + a 2 ) Ъ^ = ( ^ ^ ) " 1 ^ = βξ - « . ( b , ^ ) " 1 
\-1 % = (Ъ 1 Ъ 2 )" (&:а.2+Ь^Ь2-Ъ3) 
s2 
c 3 = ( a 1 + a 2 ) -1»Ъ3 = c 1 + c 2 - 2 a l a 2 + U a l 4 b 1 b 2 
Ь
І
 = i ( a j -c5) (0=1,2,3,1»). 
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2 . 8 . 3 - Lemma. 
r
2 ( A 1 s A 2 ) = 1 6 ( % Α 2 Γ 2 Π ( 1 - α ^ α ^ ) . 
k,j,m=1 
Proof: ( с . f . 2 . 1 . 1 2 . ) We have 
t1 = («„^з^^іг^аг^з^зг = b i + V V a i i c ' 2 2 + o i 2 0 l 2 i " 
= а
ц
Ъ 1 Ъ ? - а 1 а 2 + а 1 ^ + а ^ с ^ = ( в ц 1 « и 2 Г І ( в 1 Ц * 0 , и 2 ) - е , 1 1 в 2 1 - в 1 2 а 2 2 " 
N-1 
- Ч і
Г
 lì
-*Ua2fb)l^f2Zakì) = 
= ( eU2)" 1 ( l - e l 1 , l 21 e U2 ) ( l - e 12 e 22 a l . 2 ) 
and a l so t 2 = (а
 1 + а 2 2 ) ( а 1 2 + а 2 1 ) -a^a. 32 
\-1 ( а
и
Г (1-« 1 1 «22 a Ul ) ( l - e 12 0 , 21 a l»1 ) 
>-1 (а
і*2Г ^-»іі^г^г^^іг^і^г 5 · 
\-2 Hence r (Α,,Α^ = l ö t ^ g - і б С а ^ ^ ^ ) " ^ Π ( ΐ - β , ^ Λ , , ) · 
k,j,m=1 
2.8.1». Lemma. 
(Α ,Α2) i s i r r e d u c i b l e •• aik<»2-aUm ^ 1 f o r ^ 1 k>Ó»m e {1>2}· 
This i s a consequence of lemmas 2.1.1U. and 2.8.3. .Moreover i t can 
be proved in a way analogous t o 2 . 1 . T . . 
2 . 8 . 5 . Let 
(A^Ag) 
/ l 1 
Ι ο ι 
1 0 
-1* 1 
10Ц 
Then / ,
 1 \ 
, с, = o 2 = с^ = 0, c 3 = -1б, t21= -8, 
r = б^. 
AU = 
So (Α.,Α-) is irreducible but с*,с„,с^ axe all equal to zero. Now 
let (A',A¿) = (2A1,2A2). Then 
c' - e¿ - c¿ - 0, t¿1 = lrt21, r' = I6r. 
From this it follows that tpl and г cannot be written as polynomial 
expressions in ο.,Ορ,ο· (c.f.2.1.12.)· We have 
t 2 1 = 2(b1+b2-b3)+a1a2 = 2 ^ ^ - ^ ^ , 
r = t21-c1c2 =• (2a¡tb1b2-a1a2)2-(a^-ltb1)(a2-l*b2) = 
= i»a l tbp2+Ua1b2+Ua|b1-Ua1a2a ! +b lb2- l6b1b2 , 
V " 1 ' % Ъ і Ъ 2 + 1 * а ? Ъ 2 Ъ Ц + и а 2 Ъ 1 Ъ Г 1 * а 1 а 2 а Г 1 6 = 
= Ub^c^Ub^c^hb^c^he.^^+32. 
2.8.6. Now we take as co-ordinate functions on к u1,w1,u_,w„»u«»w^ 
7 6 1 
and on A = A x A u, ,w1 ,u2,Wp,u_,w_,u. We define regular functions 
on A7: 
r. - i(Uj-Vj) (j-1,2,3) 
r - t ^ V g . 
q : A x A—*• A denotes the projection onto the first factor. 
We define N = V(v.v0v_-1) in A s 1 ¿ i 
N is the complement in N of V(r) 
s 
Ν' » q"1(N) fi V(u2-r) in A7. 
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The M j e c t i o n 
Ρ (Ρ ) i s t h e se t of c l a s s e s of semi-simple 
( i r r e d u c i b l e ) p a i r s of іп егЬіЪІе m a t r i c e s . 
Ρ — · • M of 2 . 1 . 1 7 . , defined Ъу 
s s ' 
С І ( А 1 , А 2 ) І — » ( a 1 , c 1 , a 2 , c 2 , a 3 , c 3 ) 
induces a b i j e c t i o n 
фі
 :
 P 1 ^ M 1 . 
s s s 
Let ψ : Ρ — • N Ъе defined Ъу 
s s s
 J 
cl(A 1 ,A2)l—»(a1 , c 1 ,а2,с2,в.^,с^) 
and l e t о = ψ ( φ 1 ) " 1 : M1 — • Ν . 
s s s s s 
We shall show that α is an isomorphism of varieties : M is the 
complement in V(x..+x2+x_) of V(y..y„). Hence M consists of the points 
έ o p 
m = ( a ^ c . , a 2 , c 2 , a - , c - ) in A such t h a t ( a 1 - c 1 ) ( a 2 - c 2 ) 5* 0 and 
a- = -a. ,-a„. N = V(v..v0v_-l) in A . So N c o n s i s t s of the p o i n t s J i c s i d i s 
¿i p p 
η = (a1 ,с1,а2,с2,а1|,с1+) in A such that (β·,-^ )(a2-c2) fi 0 and 
2 2 „ , 2 4-1,2 v-1 
Let m = (a1,c1,а2,с2,а3,с-) in M s and η = (а1,с1,а2,с2,ац,сц) in 
Ν . Then ( с . f . t h e formulas in 2 . 8 . 2 . ) 
s 
a
s
(m) = η •• c_ = с 1 + с 2 - 2 а 1 а 2 + ц а | + ( а 1 - с 1 ) ( а 2 - с 2 ) •» 
2 1 2 — 1 
а^ = 1 » ( 2 а 1 а 2 - с 1 - с 2 + с 3 ) ( а 1 - с 1 ) " ( а 2 - с 2 ) . 
Hence o g is an isomorphism . Consequently ψ is a bijection. The isomor­
phism α : M • N induces an isomorphism a : M — • N and the 
bijection φ : Ρ — • N induces a bijection ψ : Ρ —»• Ν. 
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For each S € V let 
ЧЧЗ) : Р1(3) • Hom(S,N) Ъе defined Ъу 
clÍA^Ap) ι » (з^-»-(а1(з),с1(з),а2(з),с2(5),а1+(8),с1((з)) ). 
* 
Then (Ν,ψ) is a coarse moduli space for F . 
This is a consequence of : (Μ ,Φ ) is a coarse moduli space for 
F , о : M —»• N is an isomorphism and Ψ = h Φ . 
Similarly one finds a fine moduli space 
(N',4") for (F1) 
and a coarse moduli space 
(H
e 0,T B 0) for F*0 
(Here N _ is the image of M - under the map a . ) . 
Remark. There exists an isomorphism o' : (M ) — • Ν' such that 
the diagram 
is commutative. From this it follows that there exists an X €(F ) (N') 
such that 
4"(N*)(X) • 1N, С Hom(N',N'), 
but in contrast to 2.3.11. ve are not able to describe X by nice 
expressions in u.,v.,w.,t . and /r. One of the difficulties is that 
if N1 « {n £ N'lv.di) 5* 0} (.5=1,2,3), then Ν' φ Ν' U Ν' U Ν' (cf. 
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the example in 2.8.5·). Maybe in this section we should replace 
the invariants а.,Ъ.,с. (j=1,2,1t) Ъу other invariants. Moreover, in 
J J J 
2.8.5· we sav that Ъ г is, and г is not, a symmetric expression in 
а.,Ъ.,с. (j=1,2,U), so perhaps г should Ъе replaced Ъу Ъ.г. 
J υ J 
Hovever we may not expect beforehand that it is possible to describe 
the moduli spaces by such symmetric formulas as in the preceding 
sections: The situation here in the multiplicative case (Α,,ΑρΑν = I) 
is not as nice as in the additive case (Α-,+Αρ+Α^Ο) because the re­
lation Α,-ΑρΑν = I is not symmetric in Α.. ,Αρ and Αι . 
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CHAPTER 3 
A COARSE MODULI SPACE FOR IRREDUCIBLE CONNECTIONS 
ON VECTOR BUNDLES OF RANK TWO ON Ρ (C). 
In this chapter ve consider connections on holomorphic vector hundles 
of rank 2 on IP (C) having regular singularities in three fixed 
points s..,Sp and s_ of Ρ (С). We shall construct a coarse moduli 
space for families of so-called irreducible connections (see 3.1.10.)· 
3.1. Notations, definitions and some simple lemmas. 
3.1.1. Our point of view in this chapter vili Ъе complex analytic. 
Unless otherwise stated the notations and definitions will Ъе those 
of chapteis 1 and 2 for the complex analytic situation. Here К = С. 
Instead of A we shall mostly write С . S-pSo and s_ are three 
different, fixed points of Ρ (С). R is the ring of meromorphic func­
tions on Ρ (с) holomorphic outside {s-.s-jS-}. Up to section 3.3. 
E and E1 shall denote (holomorphic) vector bundles of rank 2 on 
Ρ (С), (in section 3.3. and further on E and E1 shall mostly denote 
vector bundles of rank 2 on varieties S χ Ρ (с) where then S is an 
object of the category V.) The restriction of a vector bundle E to 
Ρ (С) - {s.jjSj.s } vili be denoted by E'. 
A basis of E meromorphic in {s.-.s-.s-} (c.f .1.1.1*. ) will simply be 
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called a basis of Б. If (e) and (f) are bases of E then (f) = (e)T 
for some Τ e GL(2,R). Conversely if (e) is a basis of E and 
Τ 6 GL(2,R) then (e)T is also a basis of E. A connection on E having 
regular singularities in {s^SpjSo} (cf.1.1.8.) will simply be 
called a connection on E. 
By an isomorphism of a vector bundle E onto a vector bundle E- we 
shall always mean an isomorphism of E' onto Eî meromorphic in 
{s.-jSp.s,}, i.e. an isomorphism of c' onto E' that sends bases of 
E (in the above sense) into bases of E1. Note that for each E and 
E1 there exists an isomorphism E—>· E« in this sense (cf .1.1 Л. ). 
3.1.2. Let ζ and χ be the holomorphic co-ordinate functions on U
n 
and U^, respectively of 1.1.З., z(s. ) = d. (k=1,2,3). 
Let V be a connection on a vector bundle E. Then (theorem 1.2.1.) 
there exists a basis (e) of E such that with respect to this basis 
A A A 
ζ dz z-d- z-dp z-d, 
where Α,,,Α^Α- € M(2,C) and A^Ag+Aj = 0. 
( i f one of the d. , say d_, i s i n f i n i t y then we get 
A A 
v = 4-
 + V + 2 ζ dz z-d1 z-dp 
where Α., ,A2 € M(2,C).) 
A basis (e) as in the cited theorem will be called a suitable basis 
(of E for V ). 
We define holomorphic co-ordinate functions z1 and x' on 
U¿ = P1(C) - {s3} and U; = P1(C) - {s^ by 
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z
-
d 1 d 2 - d 3 , Z - d 3 d 2- d 1 
z-d 3 ' <i2-d1 ' ~ z-d1 ' <i2-<i3 
We have z 1 ^ ) = o, z ' U j ) = 1, x , ( s 3 ) = O and x ' = p - on U¿ П U 4 
A simple computation shows ( с . f . 1 . 2 . 2 . ) t h a t i f 
A A A 
ζ dz z-d 1
 z - d 2 z-i^ 
with respect to a suitable basis (e) of E, then 
A A 
z' dz' z' z'-l 
with respect to this same basis (e). (So (e) is also a suitable 
basis of E for V with respect to the co-ordinate function z' and 
we get the same matrices A. and A„). From now on we replace IT-, 
U^.z and χ by U', ТЛ, z' and x', respectively. 
In order to simplify notations instead of Ui, IT, z' and x' we 
shall write U
n
, U , ζ and x, respectively. 
Instead of s^s« and .s- we shall mostly write 0, 1 and «, respecti­
vely. 
.
 A1 A2 . The above matrix — + — r will be called the matrix of V with 
ζ z-1 ζ 
respect to (e). This matrix is completely determined by the pair 
of matrices (A19A„). Therefore (Α.,Α^) will also be called the 
matrix of V with respect to (e). 
ζ 
3.1.3. In this chapter we consider pairs (E,V) where E is a vector 
bundle of rank 2 on IP (C) and V is a connection on E. Two such 
pairs are called equivalent, in symbols 
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(Ε,,ν,) « (E,V) , 
if there exists an isomorphism φ : E—*• E1 such that 
φ V = ,ф 
(See also 3.2.5·)· c(E,V) denotes the equivalence class of (E,V) 
and Q is the set of equivalence classes c(E,7). 
З.іЛ. Two elements (Α,,Α-) and (Β-,Β,,) of Ρ (с.f.2.1.3.) are 1 ci 1 ¿ m 
called m-equivalent (m for 'meromorphic')> in symbols 
(B1,B2) и (A1,A2), 
if there exists a Τ € GL(2,R) = GL(2,C[z,—,—r] ) such that 
B1 B2
 ф
-Ь
А1 A2
 w ф
-1 dT 
c(A1,Ap) denotes the class of (Α,.,Αρ) under this equivalence relation 
and 0 is the set of equivalence classes. 
3.1.5· Lemma. 
Let V and V. be connections on E and E..,respectively and let (A..,A.) 
and (B..,Bp) be matrices of V and V1 with respect to suitable bases 
(e) and (f),respectively. Then 
(Ε,,ν^ « (E,V) •• (B1,B2) « (A1,A2). 
Proof; Let (Ε-,ν.) и (E,V), φ : E—»· E. an isomorphism such that 
φ V = V φ and (g) = ф(е). (Α,,Α-) is then the matrix of V with 
Z Z I Л с. Zi 
respect to (g). Let Τ e GL(2,R) be such that (f) = (g)T. Then 
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В1 В2 „ - ΐ / ΐ χ ^ ί Φ Φ"1 dT 
Now let (В1,В2) « (А 1,А 2) and let Τ € GL(2,R) Ъе such that 
ζ ζ-1 ζ ζ-1 dz 
Let (g) = (f) T~ . Then (f) = (g) Τ and the matrix of
 z
V with 
respect to (g) is (A..,Ap). Now define φ : E ->• E Ъу ф(е) = (g). 
Then φ V = V φ. 
Now we are able to define a map 
θ :
 % — - Sn 
ъу 
:(E,V) I >- c(A1,A2) 
where (Α.,Α«) is the matrix of V with respect to a suitable basis (e) 
of E. 
3.1.6. Lemma. 
The map θ : Q — • 0 is a bijection. 
Proof: From lemma 3.1.5. it follows that θ is an injection. Now let 
о 
cCA.jAp) € Q . Let V be the connection on 0 such that 
ζ dz ζ ζ-1 
2 
with respect to the canonical basis of 0 . Then 
e(c(02,v)) = C(AVA2). 
из 
So the classification of (classes of) connections is the same as 
the classification of (classes of) pairs of matrices. 
3.1.7· Lemma. 
Let V be a connection on a -vector bundle E and let (Α,,,Αρ) and 
(Β,,Β«) be matrices of V with respect to suitable bases (e) and (f), 
respectively. Let a. . and fl. . be the eigenvalues of A. and B. 
(k=1,2,3 , j=1,2). Then there exist n. . 6 Ζ with 
n 1 1 + n 1 2 + n 2 1 + n 2 2 + n 3 1 + n 3 2 = 0 
such that 
{ 8k1'Bk2 } • 4 ΐ + \ ΐ ' \ 2 + \ 2 } (k-1,2,3). 
Remark. One has an analogous lemma for p a i r s of matr ices (A..,Ap) and 
(B 1 ,B 2 ) with (B 1 ,B 2 ) « (A 1 ,A 2 ) . 
The proof follows from lemma 1.3.'t.-Conversely one has: 
3.1.Θ. Lemma. 
Let V be a connection on E. Let (A,,A„) be the matrix of V with 
1 2 ζ 
respect to a suitable basis (e) and suppose that each 
(A'.Ap € c U ^ A g ) is irreducible. Let n^. € Ζ (k=1,2,3, j = 1,2) 
be such that 
n 1 1 + n 1 2 + n 2 1 + n 2 2 + n 3 1 + n 3 2 = 0. 
Then there exists a suitable basis (f) of E such that, if (Β,.,ΒΟ 
is the matrix of V with respect to (f), then 
{ B k 1 ' 6 k 2 } - { а к 1 + П к 1 ' а к 2 + П к 2 } (k=1,2,3). 
lilt 
Remark. One has an analogous lemma concerning m-equivalent pairs 
of matrices. 
Proof: Let us call for the moment elementary operation any change 
of basis of E such that on the nev basis only two eigenvalues (at 
different points) have changed, one Ъу -1, the other by +1. If for 
all 2h possible choices of the two eigenvalues such elementary 
operations exist, an (f) as required in the lemma can be obtained 
by means of a succession of elementary operations. 
Since 0, 1, » play a symmetric role it is sufficient to show that 
an elementary operation exists such that a fixed chosen eigenvalue 
at 0, say a...,, is diminished by 1 and a chosen eigenvalue at 1, 
say ой., is increased by 1. 
We may assume 
A A 
_1 + 2 
ζ z-1 
"л+ !2i ι 
! Z-1 Ζ 
-Il ϋϋ
 +
 !22 
z-1 ζ z-1 
where ^ = (α^+α^ )(ci12+a22) - a^ci.^ (c.f.2.1.8.) 
Τ = 
z-1 
ζ 
A1 A2 . 
transforms — + — г into 
ζ z-1 
A' AI | ζ z-1 z-1 
ζ ζ-Γ 
h. Uli
 +
 !22 
ζ ζ z-1, 
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For the eigenvalues о'. of (Α',Α') we have (after renumbering if 
necessary): 
"il ш αΐΓ 1· a21 = α 2 1 + 1 ' akj = akj f o r ^ 1 o t h e r { к · ^ · 
3.1.9· Lemma. 
Let (A1,A2) € Pm. Then 
Each (Α-,Αρ) € C C A ^ A « ) is irreducible «· 
"ik + a 2 ' + a3m ^ Z f0r a11 k»J»m e i1»2^ · 
Proof:Let a.. + a«. + a Í г for all k,j,m e {1,2}. Then it follows 
from lemmas 3.1.7. and 2.1.7. that each (A},A£) € c(A1,A2) is 
irreducible. . 
Now let each (A',Ai) £ С С А ^ А ^ ) Ъе irreducible and suppose that 
a 1 + a_ + ou £ Ζ for certain p,q.,r € {1,2} . Then from lemma 
3.1.8.follows the existence of a pair (Β.,B„) € οίΑ.,Α-) such that 
B, + 0 O + B 0 = 0 in contradiction with 2.1.7.. 1p ¿q 5T 
3.1.10. An element (Α-,Α-) e Ρ and it's class cÍA^A^) £ О are 
called m-irreducible (m for'meromorphic') if each (Α',Α') € CÍA.,Ар) 
is irreducible. A connection 7 on a vector bundle E and it's class 
c(E,V) are called irreducible if for each suitable basis (e) of E 
the matrix (Α-,Αρ) of 7 with respect to (e) is irreducible. For 
the moment we denote the set of m-irreducible classes of pairs of 
matrices by Q" and the set of irreducible classes of connections 
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Remark. Let V be a connection on a vector bundle E. We define the 
notions of sets of eigenvalues of V in 0, 1 and « in a way similar 
to 1.3.5-.Let {α^ ,α 1 2},{α 2 1 ,οι22},{α31 ,o-2} be sets of eigenvalues 
of V in 0,1 and ··, respectively. From the preceding lemmas and lemma 
1.3.1». it follows immediately that V is irreducible if and only if 
o 1 k + a 2, + a- t 2 for all k,j,m e {1,2} . 
3.1.11. Lemma. 
The bijection θ : Q —>• Q of 3.1.6. induces a bijection 
θ · : Q ¿ - > Q ¿ -
The proof of this lemma is trivial. We shall mostly identify Q' and 
Q* by this bijection and we shall write Q instead of Q' or Q*. 
In the rest of this chapter we shall restrict ourselves to irredu-
cible connections and m-irreducible pairs of matrices. Our purpose 
is to classify in a certain sense the irreducible connections on vector 
bundles of rank 2 on .P (c), or, what is the same, the classes of 
m-irreducible pairs of matrices. 
3.2. A bijection ψ : Q — • N. 
3.2.1. We make now some preparations for the next subsection 3.2.2. 
and for the subsections 3.1».8. and 3.1».9.. 
We define a map 
η' : С x С — • С* х С* 
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by 
η·(α1,α2) = Ыа^), еЫ^) ((a^Og) € С χ С) 
where e(a) denotes e 
Let (CxC) = {(c.j.O € С χ С | с - c 2 7< 0} . We define а map 
j : С χ С >• C x C 
Ъу 
j(o1,a2) = (a^+a2, («^02) ) ((α^,α^) € С χ С). 
The map j' : C* χ С* • (CxC)0 
is the restriction of j to С* χ С*. We have : jío^Op) = jiB^ßg) if 
and only if {o^Og} = {ß^ßj}. 
η',Ο and j' are surjective ho!Lomorphic maps. Moreover if 
j(aya.2) = 0(0^82) then j^'ie^Og) = j,n,(ß1,B2). So there exists 
a unique map 
η : С x С • (С х С) 0 
such t h a t t h e diagram 
С χ С — • C x C 
η ' 
C*x с* J ) (с χ с) 
i s commutative, η i s a s u r j e c t i o n because j ' and η ' are s u r j e c t i o n s . 
, a+/c a-/c, 
If (a,c) is a point of С x С then (а,с) = j(-
 2 , »"" 
where /c is one of the roots of с in С. So 
• ) 
-f \ / ^ а,+ сч . /a-/c
ч
 , /а+/сч /a-/c\»2« 
n(a,c) = (e(-r—) + e(-5—) , [e[——) - е{-?—)) ). rajVc,2 
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We shall show that η is a holomorphic map : Let's denote 
eC5-^) + ei^—-^) by f^a.c) and 
( e ( ^ ) - e ( ^ ) ) 2 by f2(a,c) . 
It suffices to show that f- and f- depend holomorphically on a and с. 
We shall show that f- depends holomorphically on с (in a similar way 
one shows that f» depends holomorphically on с and clearly f.. and f„ 
depend holomorphically on a.)· Let a Ъе fixed in C. Define f' : С -*· С 
by 
f'(d) = e(^) + Β(ψ) (dec). 
f! is a holomorphic function, f'(d) = fí(-d) for all d € C, and 
ГЛа.с) = f' (/с) for all с € С. Now it follows from lemma 2.1+.3. that 
f- depends holomorphically on c. 
Let (c.jCp) € (CxC)-. We examine the existence of local sections τ 
of η on a neighbourhood U of (cpC.) i.e. holomorphic maps 
τ : U ->· С χ С such that η ο τ = 1... 
Let's first suppose that Cp ^ 0. If Vp is a sufficiently small neigh-
bourhood of Cp in С then there exists a holomorphic function ζ ·*· /z 
on Vp. So j' has a section σ' on a neighbourhood U of (c..,Cp) : 
a'ip.t) = (BîÙ.t2=jh) ((p,t) e (CxC)0). 
Let (d..,d_) = a'ic^Cp). η' has many sections on a neighbourhood W 
of (d1,d2) in C* x C*. For j = 1,2 let log. be a holomorphic loga­
rithmic function on a neighbourhood W. of d. in C*. Let W = W- χ Wp. 
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We define 
τ' : W — • С x С 
by 
τ
,(ττ1,π2) = U^Ti^), ¿г(тг)) ((π,,ι^) e С* ж С*) 
where -¿.(π.) denotes (2πί)~ log.(π.) for j = 1,2. Then η'τ' = 1 . 
J J J O w 
Now take τ = jf'a' on a (small) neighbourhood U of (ο.,ο.) in (CxC).. 
Then τ is a local section of η. We have 
T(p,t) = щ&к) *і
г
е=£), u,^) -ι2(^))2). 
for (p,t) € U. If we replace the function ¿. by ¿1+k with 
к € Ζ then τ remains a (holomorphic) local section of η. 
Now suppose that c» = 0. Let U = tL χ Up be a snail neighbourhood 
of (cpCp) in (CxC) and let for (p,t) G U 
where for each t € U„ /t is one of the roots of t in С (The func­
tion t -*• /t is not holomorphic on U«) and log is a holomorphic 
logarithmic function on a neighbourhood of _1_ in C. We have ητ = 1.. 
2 
and from lemma 2.U.3. it follows that t is a holomorphic map. So 
here we take ¿2 = l^ = I. If we take ^  = ly + к with к € Ζ, к φ 0 
then τ is not holomorphic because 
(^(^) -Ι^ίψ-) -к)2 = 
(ί,^) + Ι,νψ-) * к)2 - k¿^) І^) -Uk ^ (йЛ) 
and 1»к ¿li о ^ depends not holomorphically on t. 
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3.2.2. Ρ denotes the subset of Ρ (с.f.2.1.5·) consisting of the 
m-irreducible pairs (Α.,A«) and Ρ is the subset of Ρ consisting 
of the classes cl(A..,A2) where (A1,A2) € PQ. We define a surjective 
map 
Ρ : P 0 ^ Q 
p(cl(A
v
A2)) = c(A1,A2). 
Let M
n
 denote the image of P- in M under the bijection φ : Ρ -»· M 
(c.f.2.1.l8. and 2.1.16.). M- consists of the points 
m 0 = (a1,c1,a2,c2,a3,c3) € С such that 
a. + ap + a- = 0 
a1+/c1 в. +</c в. +^c^ 
4* 
for all possible choices of the roots c^.., Λ:_ and /c. in С (cf. 
3.1.9·)· M 0 is open in M . So М0 is an object of the category V. Let 
N be the analytic space of 2.Θ.6..Ν consists of the points 
n
 = (Pi»ti»P2»'t2,p3't3^ e C s u c h t h a t 
2 2 2 
'Г*! Р2-*2 bS , 
Pl^l P2+/t2 Рз + Дз , , 
о о · о г ' 
for all possible choices of the roots /t.., /t2 and /t_ in С (cf. 
2.Θ.3. and 2.θ.6.). 
φ : Ρ—»• Μ induces a bijection Φ0 : P 0—• MQ. We shall define a 
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holomorphic surjective map η : M-—»• N and a bijection ψ : Q—• N 
such that the diagram 
is commutative. 
η is defined in the folioving way (c.f.3.2.1.) : If m. = (a..,c*,e.p, 
c2,a3,c3) in M 0 then л(т0) = (p1,t1.p^.tg,?3«*3) where for each 
к e {1,2,3} 
P
v
 = e( V
/ ck
 ч
 . ,
 /с
к 
-) + e(-
*k-W 2 
Ч Л'
/С
кчч2 
-) - e(-
-)Y 
n(m
n
) is indeed a point of N. We shall show that n is a surjection. 
For the moment we denote points in С = (CxC) by 
о = (α^,α^,α^,α^,α^,α^) or Ъу В = (ß11 ,ß12,B21 ,B22,ß31 ,B 3 2). 
We define a surjective map 
(cxc); (C*xC*) 
Ъу η* (α) = В where В^ - = e (CL.) (k=1,2,3 , j=1,2). In this sub­
section let Ml be the set of all a's € С such that I a, . = 0 
0
 k,j ^ 
and such that for all k,j,m e {1,2} a + ou. + α f. 2 and let 
Ν' be the set of all B's € (С*) such that Π β, . = 1 and such that 
k,j kj 
for all k,j,m € {1,2} В-ц-Во-в-э,. ^ 1· Л1 induces a surjection 
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η1
 : M ¿ — • Ν'. 
Similarly to 3.2.1. we define a map 
j : M¿ • M 0 
Ъу: J(aii»c'i2»0l21'a22,a31,o32^ = ^a1 ' C1 » a2 , c2' a3' C3^ w h e r e f o r 
2 
each к € {1,2,3} aj^  = a^ + ο
χ 2 and c k = (a ki-« k 2) 
and a map 
jl .
 Ni • N 
Ъу: j,(ß11,B12,ß21,ß22,e31,e32) = (p1,t1,p2,t2,p3,t3) where for each 
к e {1,2,3} p k = 8 k l + ß k 2 and t k = ( к 1 - е к 2 )
2
. 
j and j ' are svirjections and we have a commutative diagram 
M ¿ 
л ' 
Ν ' 
So η is a BXirjection. 
From 3.1.7. and 3.1.8. it follows that T\JQ С І Ц ^ А ^ = ηφ. el(A',A¿) 
if and only if c(A1,A2) = cfAj ,A¿). So there exists a unique 'bijective 
map ψ : Q ->• N such that the diagram 
Ρ 
Q 
Ψ 
->N 
J' 
^ Ό 
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is commutative. Let c(E,V) Ъе an element of Q. Let (Α.,Α^) be the 
matrix of V with respect to a suitable basis (e) of E and for 
к = 1,2,3 let α. ^ a.. be the eigenvalues of A. . We define for 
к = 1,2,3 
u^V) = e(a k l) + e(a k 2), wk(V) = ( ( e ^ J-efa^) )
2
. 
We have 
(E,V) « (E^) •• V 7 5 ^ 7 ! 5 » ^ ^ 5 ^ ^ 7 ^ f o r k = 1'2,3 
and 
ф(с(Е, )) = Ы^ ) , ^ ),ч2( ) , 2( ),иъ(Ч), 3( )). 
3.2.3. Remark. In order to find i|i(c(E,V)) we don't need a global 
basis (e) of E as above: Let {Β^,β^} , ^ 21'В22^ a n d ^31' ^32^ 
be sets of eigenvalues of V in o,1 and <», respectively (cf.1.3.5.). 
Then from lemma 1.З.1*. it follows that for each к € {1,2,3} 
V7) = e ( ßk1 ) + e ( ßk2 )' w k ( 7 ) = (e(ßk1)-e(0k2^2 ' 
3.2.U. Proposition. 
Let E and E- be vector bundles on Ρ (С) with connections V and V- , 
respectively. Suppose that for к = 1,2,3 there exist a neighbourhood 
U. of s. (s·^ 0, Sp= 1, s = <») and an isomorphism 
ф
к
 : E/u E1 
k / uk 1/u k 
(meromorphic in s. ) such that on U. - {s, } 
ф
к ζ
7
 =
 Z
71 *k ' 
Then 
12l* 
(Ε,,ν,ΐ « (E.VJ . 
Proof. There exists a basis (e)1 of E. meromorphic in ζ = 0 such 
that the matrix of V on U. with respect to (e)1 has the form 
A1 
— + в, 
ζ 1 
where A, € M(2,C) and B1 is a 2x2-matrix of meromorphic functions 
on IL holomorphic in 0. Now let (f)- = фЛе)^. Then (f)1 is a basis 
of E, meromorphic in 0 and the matrix of V1 with respect to 
1/u1
 z 1 
(f). on U1 is also 
A1 
ζ 1 
So u^V) = иЛ ^ and w^V) = w1 (V1 ). One also has \( ) = \ ^ ^ 
and wk(V) = Wj^CV^ for к = 2,3. So ф(с(Е, ))= ψ(ο(Ε ,7^) and there­
fore (E,7) « ( E ^ ) . 
3.2.5· From proposition 3.2.U. we deduce that (E,7) and (E ,7.) are 
equivalent if and only if they are locally equivalent i.e. if there 
exist an open covering {U } _
т
 of IP (c) and for each a € J an iso-
morphism 
a 
(meromorphic in U Π {0,1,«}) such that on U - {0,1,«·} 
φ 7 = 7, φ . 
τ
ο ζ z i a 
So it makes no difference if in this chapter we replace global 
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equivalence on Ρ (с) (as defined in 3.1.3.) by local equivalence. 
3.3. Families of irreducible connections. 
3.3.1. For S € V (с.f.2.1.2.) let 
X(S) = S χ P1(C) 
X'CS) = S x( P1(C) - {0,1,«}) 
Y(S) = x(s) - X'(S) = S χ {0,1,-}. 
Instead of X(S), X'ÍS) and Y(s) most of the time ve shall simply 
vrite X, X' and Y, respectively. E and E- are always holomorphic 
vector bundles of rank 2 o n X ( S ) = S x P(C). The restriction of 
a vector bundle E to X'CS) will be denoted by E'. 
Let U be an open subset of X. A holomorphic function f on U - Y is 
called meromorphic along Y if for each u £ U there exist an open 
neighbourhood W of u in U, a holomorphic function g on W and an 
m £ Ζ such that f = (z(z-l))mg on W - Y. 
A basis (e) of E , is called a basis of E . meromorphic along Y 
if (e) = (f) Τ where (f) is a basis of Ε. , Τ € GL(2,r(U-Y,ö )) 
and the coefficients of Τ are meromorphic along Y. 
An isomorphism E, —*• E. meromorphic along Y is by definition an /U
 Vu 
isomorphism E,. —*• Έ. that sends bases of E/t meromorphic 
/и
-*
 η/υ-Υ ' 
along Y into bases of E- meromorphic along Y. 
VU 
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3.3.2. In accordance with [1] Chap I, Definition 2.2.1. we define: 
A relative connection on E' is an Ö0-linear morphism of vector 
bundles 
V
 : E • (4 1 / 8 ^ E' 
verifying the Leibniz identity 
V(fu) = dfeu + f VU 
íbr f and ν local sections of 0y, and Ε', respectively. 
In a way analogous to 1.1.9· we define an 0--linear morphism 
V : E' У E' 
ζ 
verifying 
V(fv) = f^ V + f V V 
ζ dz ζ 
for f and ν local sections of 0 , and E', respectively. 
Let U Ъе an open subset of X such that E'. is a trivial vector 
bundle and let (e)-be a basis E',„
 γ
. Then, analogous to 1.1.10., 
we have on U with respect to (e) 
V = f-
+
 A 
ζ dz 
where A € M(2,r(U-Y,0v)). A is called the matrix of V on U with 
A Ζ 
respect to (e). 
For each s £ S V induces a connection on E'J 
/{s}*( P1(C)-{0,1,-}) 
(c.f.1.1.5.)· This connection will be denoted by V(s). 
A relative connection V on E' is called a relative connection on E 
having regular singularities along Y if for each s € S V(s) has 
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regular singularities in (s,0),(s,l) and (s,«0 (c.f.1.1.8.). If V 
is a relative connection on E having regular singularities along Y 
then V satisfies condition (i) in [1] Chap II Théorème 1*.1., and 
if a relative connection V on E' satisfies condition (iv) of this 
same Theoreme then 7 has regular singularities along Y. So our 
definition of a relative connection on E having regular singulari-
ties along Y agrees with Definition U.2., Chap II in [1]. 
A relative connection V on E having regular singularities along Y 
is called an irreducible relative connection on E if for each s € S 
V(s) is an irreducible connection in the sense of 3.1.10.. 
Throughout this chapter we shall restrict ourselves to irreducible 
relative connections on vector bundles E of rank 2 on varieties 
S x P1(C). 
3.3.3. Families of irreducible connections. 
Let S £ V. Then a family (of irreducible connections) on S is by-
definition a pair (E,V) where E is a vector bundle of rank 2 on 
S x Ρ (с) and V is an irreducible relative connection on E. 
Two such families (E,V) and (E^V.) are called equivalent, in symbols 
(Ε,,ν,) « (E,V) , 
if they are locally isomorphic, i.e. if for each x e x = S x P ( c ) 
there exist a neighbourhood U of χ in X and an isomorphism 
meromorphic along Y such that on U-Y 
ψ
 z
v =
 z
v 1 φ 
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(See also the remark in 3.Ί.10..) 
c(E,V) denotes the equivalence class of (E,V). 
For each S £ V let G(S) denote the set of classes of families on S. 
A morphism f : S—• S' induces a map 
G(f) : 0(3') • G(S) 
(take pull-backs). G is a contravariant functor : V—>• Ens. 
З.ЗЛ. Let (E,V) be a family on S. For each s e S V(s) is an 
irreducible connection on Ει - . For к = 1,2,3 let u. (V(s)) 
/{s}x P1(C) 
and v. (V(s)) be defined as at the end of 3.2.2.. We define functions 
u. (V) and ν.(ν) on S by 
ulc(V)(s).=uk(V(s)) , vk(V) (s)=wk(7(s)) (s € S). 
3.3.5. Proposition.u. and v. (k=1,2,3) are holomorphic functions on S. 
Proof: We shov that u.. and w.. are holomorphic. From the equivalence 
of (i) and (iv) in [l] Chap II Theoreme U.I. we see: 
For each s € S there exist a neighbourhood U of s in S, a neighbour-
hood V of z=0 in Ρ (с), and a basis (e) of E, meromorphic along 
Y such that the matrix of V on U χ V with respect to (e) has the 
form 
A1 
r
+ Bi 
where A1 € M(2,r(U,0s)) and B1 £ Μ(2,Γ(υχν,0χ)). 
2 
Let a. = Tr А-, Ъ. = Det A. and c. = a.. - ^ Ъ... a^b- and c1 are 
holomorphic functions on U. For each с £ С let /с be one of the roots 
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of с in С. For each s e S we have (o. f .3.2.2.) 
аЛвН/сЛв) аЛв^/сЛв)» 
U ^ V J Í B ) = U^VCB)) = e(-3 g—í ) + e( - ! 5—! ' 
аЛв)+/сЛз) аЛа)-/сЛв)
 0 
w/vjte) = v^vCs)) - ( e ( - 3 — g — ! — ) - e H — g - 3 — » 
Now it follows from Іешпа 2.h.3. that u- and w. are holomorphic 
functions. 
Remark. Note that not always for each s £ S there exist a neigh­
bourhood U of s in S and a hasis (e) of E. meromorphic 
'Ux Ρ (С) 
along Y such that the matrix of V on 
Z
 A A 1 1 2 
U x IP (С) with respect to (e) has a form — + — г where 
ζ z-1 
Α-,Αρ e Μ(2,Γ(υ,ο„)). We get а сounterexample as follows: Let S = С , 
t a holomorphic co-ordinate function on S, s the point of S such 
2 2 that t(s) = 0, and E = 0 . For V we take the connection on 0 such 
Ь b 
2 
that with respect to the canonical basis of 0 
о 
ζ dz 
where Γ is the matrix of 1.3.7·. 
3.3.6. Proposition. 
If c(E
>
V) = с(Е ^) then u^V) = u ^ ) and wk(V) = v ^ ) (k-1,2,3). 
Proof: We show that u^V) = u^V^ and w^V) = Л ). Let s € S. As 
in the proof of proposition 3.3.5. we choose U,V and (e) in such 
a way that the matrix of V on U χ V with respect to (e) has the 
form 
A 
— + В.. 
ζ 1 
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(Ε,ν) and (E..,V..) are isomorphic on U χ V (if necessary shrink U 
and V a little bit.). So there exists a basis (f) of E 1 mero-
/UxV 
morphic along Y such that the matrix of V- on U χ V with respect 
to (f) is also 
A1 
Γ-
 + Β
ι· 
Hence on U we have u^V) = u^V^ and w^V) = w^V^. 
3.1*. A coarse moduli space for families of irreducible connections. 
3.1*.1. For each S £ V we define a map 
4{S) : G(S) y hjjíS) 
by : ψ(8)(ο(Ε,7)) is the holomorphic map 
-»• N 
si • (ul(V)(s),w1(V)(s),u2(V)(s),w2(V)(s)su3(V)(s),w3(V)(s)). 
If f : S—•· S' is a holomorphic map then we have a commutative dia­
gram 
0(8') ^ ^ •HomtS'.N) 
G(f) 
G(S) V(S) -»Hom(S,N) 
Ψ i s a morphism of functors . 
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ЗЛ.2. Theorem. 
(N,4') is a coarse moduli space for the functor G. 
The proof will he given in 3Λ.3. - ЪЛ.9.. 
3.1+.3. Let ρ Ъе the fixed element of V consisting of one point .We 
must show that 
«Ftp) : G(p) • N 
is a hijection. This follows from the fact that the map φ : Q—• N 
of 3.2.2. is a hijection. 
3.^ .1*. Let L E V and let χ : G—• h. be a morphism of functors. We 
must show that there exists f € Hom(N,L) such that χ = h- Ψ. The 
diagram 
must Ъе commutative. So we must take f = χ(ρ) ψ(ρ)" and we need to 
show that this f is holomorphic (c.f.Remark 6 in 2.1.21.). 
ЗЛ.5. There exists an open covering {M0 ) e j of M 0 and for each 
о € J an element X of G(M„ ) such that 
α θα 
ψ(Μ
θ
α
>(Χ„> - η 0 \ е Η°*(Μθα'Ν) 
where i denotes the injection of M- in M.. 
'θα 
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Proof: For к • 1,2,3 let М ^ = {m e M0|zk(m) Φ 0}. Then 
M = M . U M 0 2 U M , (с.f.2.1.15·). Let m Ъе a point of MQ. We assume 
m € Mn1 (if m € M.« or m € MQ- one proceeds in a similar vay) and we 
show that if U is a sufficiently small neighbourhood of m in M01 
then there exists c(E,V) e G(U) such that 
V(u)(c(E,V)) = ryy € Hom(U,N). 
We take E = Oy-xV^ic)' L e t A1 » A2 e Μ(2>Γ(υ>0Μ ^ Ъ е d e f i n e d a s i n 
xH 1 \ / x, 1 \ 1-2 ζ, 
A 1 = Ì , A 2 = I 
'
z1 x1 / \ 21 + / г x2 / 
Now we define V as the connection such that the matrix of V with 
A1 A 2
 Z 
respect to the canonical basis (e) of E is — + — r . Then 
ζ z-1 
Ψ(υ) (c(E,V)) = η ^ (с.f.3.2.2. and 3.U.I.). 
ЗЛ.6. Let the map f' : M — • L Ъе defined by f' = f ο η· Then f' 
is a holomorphiс map. 
Proof: For each α € J let 
XW = f¿ €Hom(M0a,L). 
I t suf f ices t o show t h a t for each α € J frii = f ' and t h i s can Ъе 
α α 
proved in a way similar to the proof in 2.1.22. that fi = f . 
α α 
ЗЛ.7. For к • 1.2,3 let N k = {n € N|wk(n) φ 0}. We don't have 
N = N., U N 2 U N 3 for if n = (2,0,2,0,-2,0) then 
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η e Ν - N.. U Ν U Ν- ( c.f.2.8.5.). Now let n 0 be a fixed point of 
N. We must show that f is holomorphic in n0. We distinguish two 
i) n 0 € N1 U N2 U N3 
ii) N0 t N1 U N2 U N3 
3.U.8. Case i) n0 € N1 U N2 U Я . 
It suffices to show that η has a local section τ on a sufficiently 
small connected neighbourhood U of n0, because then f = f'τ on U, 
so f is holomorphic in n
n
. We start by defining a morphism τ : U -*• С 
in a way similar to the second half of 3.2.1.: If 
n = (p1,t1,p2,t2,p3,t3) e U then τ(η) = (a1,c1,a2,c2,a3,c3) where 
for each к € {1,2,3} 
/
 к
 Р
к-
Л
к 
ck=(¿ki( JV- ] i ) -^( JT J i» · 
If wk(n0) = 0 then we take logk1 = logk2. 
n0 € N «= Ns so 2 2 
Ur W1 U2"W2 u3"w3 
У
Г 2 У 3 ( П 0 ) - ( —Ц— · — Ц — . —Ц—)(n 0) = 1. 
Hence there exists m € Ζ such that (χ..+χ2+χ_)(τ(ηη) ) = m. (As in 
2.1.15. here the co-ordinate functions in С are χ., ,ζ. ,x?,Zp,x, ,ζ... ) 
τ is holomorphic so (x^x^x )(τ(η)) = m for each n e U. n 0 e N. for 
at least one к € {1,2,3} and we may replace L . by ^ ..-m (c.f .3.2.1. ). 
Then (χ^+χ2+χ-)(τ(η)) = 0, whence τ(η) € M for each n € U and from 
13U 
the formulas at the beginning of 3.2.2. it follows that τ(η) € M«. 
So τ is a morphism U -*· M.. Moreover, τ is a local section of η. 
3.1*.9. Case ii) n 0 g N1 U N 2 U N . 
Now it is impossible to define a local section τ of η on a neigh­
bourhood U of n 0 : For к = 1,2,3 we must take now l°gki
= 1 ο
δχ2 = 
= logk (c.f.3.2.1.). We have (c.f. the beginning of 3.2.2.) 
2 2 2 
u u u u u u 
(тГТГ^ - 1-<г 1Гг а ) ( по^ 1-
U1 U2 U3 
So ( j - ^ - 2~^n0^ = "^ w h e n c e 
u (n ) V 1 1^ ^^O 5 
2(4, ( - ^ ) + г2 (Л-^ ) + £ 3 ( " a - 1 5 = 1 + ^ 
where m e 2. Hence (χ..+χ2+χ-)(τ(η0) ) 4 0, so τ(η0) g M . We now 
proceed in a different way. As in 2.8.6. let u. ,w.. ,Up,Wp,u- ,w_ 
be the co-ordinate functions on С . We define a map 
g : С »• С 
2 
Ъу (p1,t1.P2.t2,p3,t3) ι • (p1,t1,p2,t2,p3,t3). 
Let Ν' = g - (Ν) and ni = g" (п.). If U is a sufficiently small neigh­
bourhood of ni in N' then we can define a morphism τ : U —• M
n
 such 
that ητ = g,y in the following way: If n' = (p,.t,,p2,t2,p3,t ) € N' 
then τ(η) = (а,.с,,a2,c2,a ,c ) where 
Рі
+
 і
 Р 1 ~ 1 
а
і=Лі (-V) + г12 (^F1) 
p1+t1 ρ -t. ρ 
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and for к = 2,3 \ = ¿ъ (JV-!L) + \ (-Τ-^ ) 
Л
к, 
"«к Î-V^ î - ^ ( ^ ) ) 2 
We have (χ +x +χ_)(τ(ηΐ)) = m e Ζ. If m Φ 0 then we replace ¿ . Ъу 
Now we have a commutative diagram 
f g .j = fin » f'x is holomorphic on U. Now from lemma 2.U.3. it 
follows that f is holomorphic in n
n
. 
This concludes the proof of theorem 3.h.2.. 
З.'+.Ю. Remark. It makes no essential difference if one replaces 
the equivalence relation of 3.3.3. for families (E,V) on varieties 
S Ъу the following equivalence relation: (Ε-,ν.) » (E,V) if and only 
if for each s € S there exist a neighbourhood U of s in S and an 
isomorphism 
/Ux IP (C) "Άΐ* P1(C) 
meromorphic along Y such that on U χ Ρ (c)-Y 
φ V = V, φ . 
Ύ
 ζ ζ 1 Ύ 
Let's denote the associated contravariant functor V •* Ens Ъу G' and 
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let the morphism of functors Ψ' : G'—»- \ , be defined Ъу the same 
formulas as in the definition of V in ЗЛ.І.. Then (Ν,ψ') is a 
coarse moduli space for G'. The proof is similar to the proof of 
theorem 3.'t.2..Note that G'Cp) = G(p) (c.f .3.2.5. ). 
3.^.11. Remark. We don't know if there exists a fine moduli space 
for the functor G hut we conjecture that this is not the case. If 
such a fine moduli space exists then (Ν,ψ) itself is a fine moduli 
space (c.f.remark 3 in 2.1.21.). The map Y(s) : G(s)-* Hom(S,N) 
might he injective for each S £ V hut we think that there does not 
exist an X € G(N) such that 
ЧЧННХ) = 1 € Hom(N,N). 
(fis) is a surjection for each S € V if and only if such an X exists.) 
However, such an X exists locally on a neighbourhood of each point 
n. € Ν, more precisely, there exist a neighbourhood U of n- in N and 
an X e G(U) such that V(u)(X) = i , the injection U -*• N. The proof 
of this assertion is rather interesting. We shall briefly give it 
here. For n
n
 € N.. U N, U N^ . this follows from the existence of a 
local section τ of η on a neighbourhood U of n. and from ЗЛ.5. 
(Take pull-backs.). However such U and X exist for each point n- of 
N. The holomorphic map л : M.—• N of 3.2.2. is the restriction of a 
holomorphic map В : С — • С defined by the same formulas as in the 
definition of.η. If U is a sufficiently small neighbourhood of n-
in N then there exists a holomorphic map τ : U — • С such that 
βτ = 1 and (x +x +χ,Χτ(η) ) = -1 for each n e U (c.f.3.2.1. and 
3.k.9·). For each к e {1,2,3} let the holomorphic functions a. and 
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с. on U Ъе defined Ъу 
^(п) = х
к
(т(п)), с
к
(п) = zk(T(n)) for each η € U. 
(So here a, and c. are functions, not constants.) a..+ap+a, = -1 every-
vhere on U. Let E = 0. р1/
г
\ and let V Ъе the connection on E relative 
to U χ Ρ (С)—*• U such that vith respect to the canonical basis of E 
V = ä - + Г 
ζ dz 
vhere 
Γ = 
a.j + 1 &2 ai"0i ~a2 2 a2"C2"a3 3 
ζ z-1 2 z-1 ζ 
ζ 
1 _1_ 
¥ z-1 
(c.f. the matrix Γ( V,(f)) in 1.3.6.). We take X = c(E,V) e G(u). 
Then V(U)(X) = Βτ = i € Ηοιη(υ,Ν) (с.f.3.2.3. and 3.1t.1.). 
Note that from the existence of such an X locally on a neighbourhood 
of each point η € N and from the injectivity of Ψ(ρ) : G(p)—• N it 
follovs again that (Ν,ψ) is a coarse moduli space for G (c.f.2.1.22.). 
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APPKNDIX 
Let ζ be the holomorphic co-ordinate function on Ρ (c)-{»} of 1.1.З., 
θ = z(z-1)—. We consider differential equations 
F (y) = θ y + р у + qy = О 
РЧ 
where ρ and q are meromorphic functions on IP (c) holomorphic on 
If'(c) - {Ojl,·"} such that the equation F (y) = 0 has (at most) regular 
singularities in 0,1 and «>. 
The singularities in 0 and 1 are regular s6 ρ and q are holomorphic 
in 0 and 1, whence ρ £ C[z] and q € C[z]. Let's consider the situation 
in ζ = «. Write w = —. Then θ = z(z-l)— = (v-1h— and the equation dz dw 
F (y) = 0 turns into 
PI 
The singularity in w = 0 is regular so ρ and q are polynomials in ζ 
of degrees at most 1 and 2, respectively. Hence there exist 
Îo.P^qQ.q^Og £ С such that 
2 
Ρ = P 0 + Ρτ
2
 . Ч - Ч 0
 +
 q^ + q2z . 
To each such differential equation F (y) = 0 corresponds in a natural 
2 
way a connection V on О
 л
 having regular singularities in 0,1 
p q
 P1(C) 
and • : If f is a local solution of F (y) = 0 then 
pq 
W/ U P/ Ui 
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We define V Ъу 
РЧ 
Ω
ν = θ + 
θ pq 
Ο -1 
1 Ρ 
with respect to the canonical basis of 0 
same basis we have 
ζ pq dz 
z(z-1) 
IP 1(C)' 
-1 
With respect to this 
^йТ 
z(z-1) 
Note that for every choice of ρ and q V has indeed at most 
regular singularities in 0,1 and ·». So for each ρ and q there 
2 
exists a basis (e) of 0" , meromorphic in 0,1 and 
P(1
 _ p1(c) 
that with respect to this basis 
V
 =
 І-
 +
 ^ІЕа
 +
 ^£3. 
ζ pq dz ζ z-1 
such 
where A. , A» € M(2,C) (c.f.Proposition 1.2.З.). Ipq 2pq 
We shall examine if it is possible to choose (e) for each ρ and q 
pq * ч 
in such a way that (e) ,A, and A_ depend in a nice way on ρ 
pq' Ipq 2pq * J * 
and q. Let's make this more precise: 
S = С with as co-ordinate system (u0,u1,v0,v1,v_)· We have a family 
of differential equations parametrized by S 
2 2 
θ y + (uQ+u.jZjey +(v0+v1z+v2z )y = 0. 2 
To this family we associate a connection V on 0„ - ,,1/_\ relative 
S xP (CJ 
t o S χ IP ( C ) — • S in t h e following way 
ll|0 
ν = — + 
ζ dz ,
 2 
ν
ο·^ι
ζ+ν2ζ V V 
ζ ( ζ - 1 ) ζ ( ζ - ΐ ) 
with respect to the canonical basis (e) = (β.,β.) of 0„ p^(r\ · 
2 
Now the question is if there exists a basis (f) of 0 p^ff) m e r o _ 
morphic along Y = Sx{0,1
 t<.)(c.f .3.3.1. ) such that with respect to (f) 
A A 
ζ dz ζ ζ-Ί 
for some Α., .Ag € М(2,Г(8,0д). 
The answer to this question is trivially no. This can be seen in the 
following way. With respect to the basis (ζβρ,β-) of 0_ p1/«·) (this 
basis is meromorphic along Y) we have V = — + Γ where 
' -VI
 +
 u
o
+ui -vo-vi, V V V 2 vo 
г = 
z-1 ζ z-1 2 
ζ 
-1 
z-1 
Let К be the field of fractions of r(S,ö_). Г is an element of type 
о 
(lb) in Μ(2,Κ[ζ,·1,^γ]) (с.f.1.2.13). Suppose that an (f) as de­
sired exists, (f) = (e) Τ for some Τ e GL(2,K[z,-,—r]) (even 
Τ e GL(2,r(S,0
e
) [ζ,-, —r])) and from the proof of proposition 
Ο Ζ Ζ—1 
1.3.6. i t follovs that at least one of 
ρ ρ о 
u 0 - l*v0, (UQ+U.,) -
1
» ( V 0
+ V 1 + V 2 ^ ^ 1 4 (ui+1) - ^2 
must be a square in K. This however iè not the case. 
Hi 
It's natural to ask if such an (f) exists locally on open subsets 
U χ Ρ (С) of S χ Ρ (С). More precisely: If s e S do there exist 
a neighbourhood U of s in S and a basis (f) of 0.. ρΊ/ρ·) meromorphic 
along Y such that on U χ Ρ (С) with respect to (f) 
A A 
г dz ζ z-1 
for some A1,Ap £ M(2,r(U,0q)). The answer to this question is: 
Such U and (f) exist if and only if 
sew = V(uQ-!*v0)nv((u0+u1)
2
-U(v0+v1+v2))nv((u1+1)
2
-l+v2). 
For s € W on shows similarly to the above proof that there do not 
exist U and (f) as desired. Mow suppose s Í W. If U is a sufficiently 
small neighbourhood of s in S then at least one of 
U Q - W Q , ( U Q + U ^ -it(v0+v1+v2) and (υ,+l) -1»
 2 
is a square of an imrertible element of Γ(υ,Ο
σ
) and from the proof 
of proposition 1.3.6. follows the existence of a basis (f) as de­
sired. 
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SAMENVATTING 
In dit proefschrift beschouwen we connecties V op veetorbundels E 
van rang 2 op Ρ (К) met reguliere singulariteiten in 0, 1 en », en 
daarnaast ook paren 2x2-matrices met coëfficiënten in К. К is een 
algebraïsch afgesloten lichaam van karakteristiek 0. We trachten deze 
connecties en paren matrices op een bepaalde manier te classificeren. 
We tonen aan (Stelling 1.2.1.) dat bij een connectie V als boven een 
basis van E meromorf in 0, 1 en » bestaat zo dat ten opzichte van 
deze basis , . 
d dz ζ z-1 
dz 
waarbij A. en A„ 2x2-matrices met coëfficiënten in К zijn. We definië-
ren twee equivalentierelaties ~ en и voor paren 2x2-matrices: 
(B1,B2) ~ (A1,A2) als Τ € GL(2,K) bestaat zó dat 
(B^Bg) =(T"1A1T,T"1A2T), 
1 1 (B^Bg) » (A1SA2) als Τ £ 0ΐ(2,Κ[ζ,^,^-ίγ]) bestaat zó dat 
B1 B2 -1 A1 A2 1 dT 
— + —. = τ
 ( — + - ^ т + Τ 1 ψ- -
ζ z-1 ζ z-1 dz 
In hoofdstuk 2 classificeren we paren 2x2-matrices onder de eerste 
equivalentierelatie. We onderzoeken het bestaan van grove en fijne 
moduliruimten voor halfenkelvoudige en irreducibele paren matrices. 
In hoofdstuk 3 keren we terug naar de connecties. Uit Stelling 1.2.1. 
volgt dat het classificeren hiervan op hetzelfde neerkomt als het 
classificeren van paren matrices onder de tweede equivalentierelatie. 
We nemen hier К = С en we construeren een grove moduliruimte voor de 
zogenaamde irreducibele connecties. 
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STELLINGEN 
Zij К een algebraïsch afgesloten lichaam van karakteristiek 0. 
2 
GL(5,K) werkt op М(5,К) door simultane conjugatie. Zij R de 
o 
K-algetira der veeltermfuncties М(5,К) —*• К die invariant zijn onder 
deze werking van GL(5,K). Het is bekend dat R over К wordt voortge­
bracht door invarianten van de vorm (Α.,,Αρ)!—• Tr(A. A. .. .A. ) 
11 12 V 
(i..,...,! € {1,2}) en dat dim^ . R = 26. Er bestaan echter geen 
26 invarianten т..,... ,τ,,/- van bovenstaande vorm zó dat 
R = Κίτ.,,...,τ26]. 
С.Procesi - The Invariant Theory of nxn Matrices. 
Advances in Math. 19 (1976) 306-381. 
II 
Met behulp van de stelling van Pappos kan men voor 2x2-matrixspelen 
een meetkundig bewijs van de minimaxstelling geven. 
G.Owen - Game Theory. 
Philadelphia, W.B.Saunders Comp. (I968). 
Ill 
Zij ρ een priemgetal, f : 0 -»· Q een continue functie en ε > 0. 
Dein bestaat een gehele functie g : Q -»• 0 zo dat |f(x)-g(x)| < ε 
voor alle χ e Q . (Een functie h : Q -v O heet geheel als h voorge­
steld kan worden door een machtreeks die overal op Q convergeert.) 
TV 
Zij L een super-Dedekindvolledige Rieszruimte met zwakke eenheid e 
en zij L. een a-Rieszdeelmimte ал L die e Ъе а . Dan ів er een 
unieke collectie В van banden in L met de volgende eigenschappen: 
(a) L e e , 
(b) als В € 0 dan ook Bd £ 0, 
(c) als В.,Β-,... Ε β en als В de kleinste hand in L is die alle 
B. (i=1,2,...) hevat, dan В € 0, 
(d) L. is de kleinste σ-Fieszdeelruimte van L die voor etile В € 0 
de B-component van e hevat. 
W.Luxemburg en A.Zaanen - Riesz Spaces Vol.I. 
North-Holland Publishing Company (1971). 
V 
We beschouwen anti-symmetrische gerichte graphen waarvan de puntver-
zameling is Ρ = í(i,j)|l <_ i < j <_ η} en waarin er een pijl is tussen 
(p,q) en (r,s) dan en slechts dan als (p,q.) φ (r,s) en 
{p,q} Π {r,s} 4 0, dat wil zeggen dat voor elke i de punten (p,q.) met 
i € {p,q} een toernooi opspannen en dat elke pijl in een dergelijk 
toernooi ligt("vergelijking van paren"). Het maximale aantal 3-circuits 
,, . . (n-l) -(n-l) ,η, in zulk een graph is η Ь ^ »• + ( ) als η even is en 
vr ÖL ~ + (о) eJ-s n oneven is (zie [1]). Zo'η graph wordt gere­
presenteerd door een matrix (o/ w >), geïndiceerd door de paren 
van elementen van P, waarin α,
 w
 »= 1 (-1) als er een pijl is van 
(p.qMr.s) . F ü 
(p,q) naar (r,s) (van (r,s) naar (p,q)) en «<
 w » = 0 als er 
^ΡίΙΜΓ,β; 
geen pijl is tussen (p,g) en (r,s). 
Als we definiëren 
(l,k)(l,j) ' -a(l,j)(l,k) "(l.jJU.J) " (k,j)(l,j) 
1+k+j 
(k,j)(l,k) " "a(l,k)(k,j) a,,. ,4,, ,., = -a,, ,.v/l. .4 = (-1Γ
 J
 als 1 < к < j 
en α/ w \ = 0 in alle andere gevallen, (PilHr.s.) 
dan representeert (a, w \) een graph met het maximale aantal 
* (p,q)(r,s)' β ^ 
3-circuits. 
[1] Th.Bezemhinder - Van rangorde naar continuum. 
Psychologische monographieën. Van Loghum Slaterus, Deventer (1970). 
VI 
Er bestaat, in complex-analytische zin, een universele minimale op-
lossing van de singulariteiten van een semi-universele deformatie van 
de singulariteit van 
{(z0,...,zn) € C n + 1 | V 2 = z^z0z3 = z:z2,...,zoZn = z:zn_:}. 
F.Huikeshoven - On the versal resolutions of deformations 
of rational double points. 
Inventiones Math. 20 (1973) 15-33. 
VII 
Het tijdrekken door professionals hij teamsporten geeft een extra 
dimensie aan het spreekwoord: "Tijd is geld". 
VIII 
De gewoonte van artsen, het begin der zwangerschap van de vrouw gelijk 
te stellen met de eerste dag van de laatste menstruatie, is verwarrend 
en niet bevorderlijk voor een goede geboortenregeling. 
W.Dekkers 
Nijmegen 16-9-1976 



